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PROMPT SERVICE!
Let us print your personal cards,
busIness forms, envelores, pla
cards. circulars or programs. We
have 4 presses and over 200 style',
Of type.
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A local store advised us that
they had just received a ship-
ieent of Spike Jones' two front
teeth, which reminds us of the
violin that was advertised for
sale by the fellow with no "G"
- string. Anyhow, for the benefit
of the "longhair" musicians a-
round here Spike Jones has a
aand composed of so many un-
musical instruinents (auto horns,
washboards, etc) that he doesn't
have to observe the current ban
on recordings. His new record
"Two Front Teeth" is "all he
wants for Christmas."
Talk about the Fulgham bas-
ketbell team being hot . . we'll
. bet thine four cheerleaders have
eeen practicing on their stuff
since September. Never saw such
well-coordinated antics.
---
Santa Claus arrived in Town
last Set erday, and as we watched
the sparkle in hundreds of young
eves that saw him in the parade
er received candy Irvin him af-
terwards on the street. we felt
well repaid for 70tat little. ef-
fort we put into the affair. Just
as the falling leaves put the spir-
it int. Autumn, so does the ap-
pearance of Santa Claus put the
real spii it of the hetid "
December. We hop
er again enters ta
season without his 'triumphal
entry Iltas even good for the
gown folae
---
Two sidelights of the Santa
Claus appearance are worthy of
AChappened last year, word
reached Water Valley that old
St. Nick was going to board the
Caty of New.Orleans there, and
half the youngsters in town were
on hand to greet him (The same
train, s'ane day. juSt finished
up and dew-a:tag rinoth-
er S.C. in Mayfield).
Fra!revane his rounds down-
town, San'a paid very special
visit to a little girl in Fulton
Hospital who has lain there
s:nce September 1st with a brok-
en leg . . . and who was afraid
that Christmas would pass be-
fore she was able to be up and
about again: She is 6-year-old
Shirley Harria. whose parent.
live south of Hickman and who
was run over bv a truck on her
second ray at school. Little
Sairley had never seen Santa
Claus before.
A lady of my acquaintance, a
first-grade teacher, had a little
chat the other day with one of
her pupils. The subject: Christ-
mas presents.
"Mother's goine to get a baby
for Christmas." "She is?" "Yes."
"Well, Martha, does Mother
know about it?'' "Oh, no. it's a
secret." "I see. Well. does Daddy
know abaut it?" "Yes, Daddy
and I talk about it every night.
alother sure is going to be sur-
prked when she walks in there
Christmas morning and finds
that baby!"
(Dear reader, if you have a
daughter named Martha who is
in the first grade at school, re-
lax! The above conversation
took place all right, but the little
gill's name wasn't Martha).
UNEEDUS GROUP
HAS CHRISTMAS
SUPPER PARTY
41' ENGRAVING?HE NEINS 94'tains? Ledgec sheettaa Postaritabliet; iftataas? al(eading invite-paper? 'Personal sttattstaery?.a (Vie, (a — —'1 .a a rap atea,
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Library In Each Room Is Hope
Of Supt. Holland For Schools
A long range project of far land to present the problem to
i•eaching proportions was pre- the Parent-Teacher Associations,
sented to the members of the
West Fulton and Terry-Norman
Parent-Teacher groups on Tues-
day afternoon by W. L. Holland,
superintendent of Fulton City
School. The program, as outlined
by Mr. .Holland, would equip
each home-room in the entire
city school system with an ade-
quate library', based on the read-
ing requirements .of the pupils in
the various grades.
The program is further ela-
boration of the reading clinic
held here. recently, v:hen na-
tionally. known reading expert
WilS brought here for a day, of
instruction in the remedial read-
ing field. Patterned on the na-
tional standaid reading tests,
each student in the Fulton
schools was given a reading test.
Finding.s af the examinations,
which revealed that the average
high school student in the ninth
grade was reading on a sixth
grade level prompted Supt. Hol-
The Uneedus Circle of the
First Methodist church had a
pot luck supper and Christmas
party Monday night in the din-
ing room of the church. Thirty
eight regular members. one new
member, Miss Dorothy Nanney,
and two guests, Mrs. R. R. Moss
and Mrs. Richard MeNeilley were
present. 'a
The hostesses for' the evening
were Mesdames Milton Exum,
James Carter, Noel Barnes, Har-
old Holladay and Paul Wright.
The lovely supper was served
from a pretty decorated table
centered with red tapers and
greenery The guests were seated
at a "U't shaped table oentered
the full length of the table with
colored Christmas lights entwin-
ed, with greenery and red tapers.
Following the supper an im-
pressive devotional was given by
Mrs. W. E. Mischke in the form
of a Christmas story..
The feature entertainment was
game.; and contests. Those' win-
nine prizes were Miss Ann God-
PVT. JAMES ELAM
BROUGHT HOME
FOR BURIAL
The body of James D. Elam,
combat infantry soldier v..ho was
killed in Germany in 1945 ar-
-ived in Fulton yesterday after -
.00n on the City of New Orleans
from hlemphis. The body was
taken to the Hornbeak Funeral
Home where it will lie in state
until time for funeral services
at 2:30 Saturday afternoon.
Pvt. Elam entered the serv-
ae in September 1944 and was
killed in the service of his
country, the following April.
After the .services at the fu-
neral home here the body will
be taken to Kenton, Tenn., for
burial, where American Legion
Marshal Alexander Post 72 Of
Felton will nave charge of tht
services at the grava, _am...-
The soldier is survived by his
-ether A, J. Elam of Route 1.
Fulton; three brothers, Raymond
of Fulton, Marvin of Los Angeles
and Howard of Pittsburg; one
sister, Mrs. Daniel Jenkins also
of Pittsburg.
Howard Elam arrived today
from Pittsburg to attend the
services. -
'That Man" To Be Here
To Assist With Taxes
Collector of Internal Ilevenue,
S. R. Glenn. announces that a
deputy from his office will visit
Fulton, Jan. 12. 13, 14. and Hick-
man, Jan. 10, 11, 1949 for the
purpose of assisting farmers in
preparing their January 5 decla-
ratton or fi'nal income tax re-
turns, also taxpayers who would
he required to file amended de-
claration returns or would be
privileged to Ole returns by Jan-
uary 15.
The service is free. Collector
Glenn urges the taxpayers of
this county to see the deputy
ancb let him help them with their
income tax problems as there
has been several changes in the
new Revenue Act.
whose groups of home - room
mothers have already taken
steps to place the needed books
in the home-rooms.
"This program cannot be ac-
complished in a few days, or ev-
en a few weeks," Mr. Holland
told the groups. "If we can show
some progress by the end of the
school year, we will have ac-
zomplished a great deal," he add-
ed.
It is estimated that to equip a
camplete library in each room, at
least four or five books per stu-
dent is needed.
Home room mothers working
in close cooperation with the fac-
ulties have already collected
sterna to add a fe wbooks. Other
plans for adding more books are
being studied...
Speaking directly to the moth-
ers present Mr. Holland said:
"Home is as much an educational
institution in reading a's is the
gehool. Good reading habits
formed at home can be a big
halp in planning the school read-
ing programs."
Both P.-T.A. iroups have gone
en record as endorsing the plan
eila are working out methods to
ering the home-room libraries in-
a, being.
Vernon Owen Is
Vcitimized By
Fowl-Play
Man-abeut-town and hunter-
M-theavoods Vernon Owen has
been beat at his own game . . .
and the guy "what did the beat-
ing" •was his own s'on, Rice.
A+. the Owen household. Vern-
on is as meek as a mouse when
duck-huOing stories are told be-
cause last weekend the worm
turned.
Last Friday Vernon and his
twelve-year old son went into
dbion bottoms to do a little
duck hunting. Rice was just get-
ting started in his duck-hunting,
career and was pretty anxious to
tea? his new Remington rifle.
which he has purchased with his
own money. He did all right the
first clay aqd bagged the limit.
On the meat day's trip came
tee real blow for sharp-shoot-
ine Verncn, for two birds were
iiegged . . . and the bagger was
... you're right. Rice. -
Sanday. Vernon came back
with a bang, or four bangs, v:e
inight say. for ae got the limit,
but so did Rice.
The score:
Rice -- 4 2 4 —10.
Vernon 4 0 4-8.
NurcitirWr y4ty-One 
Crossing At Browder's Mill
To  Get
 Attention, Is Report
24,000 Eyes On
Your News
Today
Twenty-four thousand eyes
were focused on the Fulton
County News this veek. It goes
like this.
The press run at the News
was 2200. Assutning that the
na,ional family average of five
per family prevails here, that
itould of course make 12,000
people reading the newsy, ad-
vertising filled columns of this
paper.
Assuming that all readers
have two eyes, that would
make 24,000 eyes. Even recog-
nizing the presence of peepul
%tills one-peeper, that would
hardly change the figure
enough to amount to anything.
YMBC To Distribute
60 Christmas Baskets
Ana mind you. Rice is brand- Around sixty Christmas bas-
new at the game. And Vernon. kets will be distributect to Ful-
weil. jus! ask Laurence Holland. ton's needy famiiies on Decem-, VA Representativeber 24 by the Fulton YMBC,
! membera learned at their meet-
Town Topics er Valley.ing last Tuesday evening at Wat-
1 Funds are being raised by theCharles Pique Doing
!Browning Fought Long Battle
1 Uoordinate Many Efforts
In a letter to W. T. (Bill) Browning, finance chairman of the-
City of Fulton, Garret Withers, Commissioner of the .State High-
v:ay Department said immediate plans were being made to install
Protection apparatus at the railroad crossing on Highway 45-E.
His letter said in part: "I assuro-you that es soon as it is feas-
ible, We will advertise for bids for taking care of these crossings."
* The crossing has been a ve-
hicle and pedestrain hazard forAtterberry Re-Elected many years, and has been the
cause of several deaths over a
period of years. Mr. Browning
has rendered indefatigable serv-
ice in coordinating the efforts of
the city, the Illinois Central Rail-
road and the Highway Depart-
ment in bringing about the pro-
tective measures.
The complete letter follows:
Mr. W. T. Browning
City Commissioner
Fulton, Kentucky
a group of men and women who Dear Mr. Browning:
represented each of the 21 vq,t- Subsequent to receiving your
ing precincts of the county. telegram reporting traffic ac-
cident at the railroad crossing in
Fulton, I made further investi-
gation with reference to the
Highway Department affordingIn Town Wednesday, 
where state or fede:al roads
pHraesr Fen t aE
tivPeervryeantearna.ns Acodnmtainct_ croFsosrtheyorLaTrilroaindi
Highway reaartment is making
ormetion, there
istration, is in Fulton at Post
application for the Public Roads
Administrrtion to include in the
Federal Aid program crossing
protection in US 45-E in the city
of Fulton.
With regard to the state line
street crossing, this is not on a
Federal Aid route, and, there-
fore, will be set up as a state
program without the Public
ting in V.: eost.
Roads Aar'nistration participa-
feasible, va advertise for •
bids for t:: ira care oa these
I assure yoat that as soon as it
crossings.
This inform:Alan keg also beam
tarnished to aalr. C. H. laettier,
"auta'. Vice President and Chief En-
gineer of the Central
Railroad.
Mrs. Elvis Myrick was host- Yours very truly,
ess to eight at a one-o'clock a. L. WITHERS T.Commissioner of Highwaysluncheon last Wednesday at her (Mind reading, Mr. Withers?hotne on East State Line. See editorial page).
To Demo Chairmanship
' At a meeting of the Fulton
County Democratic party, Justin
Atteberry, popular circuit court
clerk was re-elected chairman
and Jennings Kearby, of Crutch-
field who recently opened his
law office in Fulton was elected
secretary. The meeting was held
last Saturday at Hickman.
The officers Were elected from
Fine at Ill. School
•
Charles E. Pigue, sun of Mr.
and Mrs. •B. J. Pigue, 308 Third
street is aompleting study for his
bachelor of science degree in
electrical engineering at Il-
linois Institute of Technology
in Chicago.
A second-semester senior at II-
lanais Tech. Pigue graduated at I
,Fulton high school in May, 1943.
He attended the-University of
Kentucky from June 1943 to
February, 1944. In March, 1944,
he enrolled at Illinois Tech.
Pigue is a member of Ameri-
can Inatitute Of Electrical Engi-
neers: Institute of Radio Engi-
neers; Illinois Tech band. or-
chestra. and swing band: Alpha
Phi Omega, aervice fraternity;
Pi Nu Epsilon, musical honorary
tateini a, and served on t e
Host Committee during the 1948
',raditional Junior Week at Illi-
nois Tech.
Delta Corn Money 'V
Now Equals COtton
Farmers in the Delta section
of Fulton county are finding
that they can make an acte of
corn return as manv dollars as
an acre of cotton, said John B.
Watts, farm agent. He cited the
case of Guy Barnett of Hick-
man, who harvested 176 bushels
on one acre.
Mr. Barnett had seven acres
which had been in ladino clover
for the past seven or eight years.
In April, he .turned under 1,000
pounds of commercial fertilizer
and 180 pounds of ammonium
nitrate to the acre. He worked
the ground three times, then
planted Ky. 203 hybrid corn in
38-inch roWs and 10 inches apart
in the raw. Six acres produced
166 lashels each, while the sev-
enth acre yielded 176 bushels of
corn.
FUTURE STUDENTS TO ENJOY PIANO
MADE POSSIBLE BY SENIOR PLAYS
Future students of the Fulton
echools will have the pleasure
of playing a new concert grand
piano because Thespians of the
the past gave their talents that
they might play. On Tuesday,
December 21 at 1:30 a Howard
piano made hy the Baldwin
company will he formalla pre-
sented to the school bv Misa
Mary Royster who has been
"hoarding" the profits from sen-
ior plays since 1939 to some day
buy the .niano, which next week
will grace the stage of the new
,uditorium in Carr Institute.
About five years ago. accumu-
lated profits from the senior
plays since 1939 became known
es the "piano fund." Each year
the fund has been added to and
today the piano fund is no long-
er a dream, but a reality.
A delightful proiram in the
•Christmas theme will be pre.
sented at the ''unveiling" cere-,
monies. On the committee plan--
ning the program are: W. L. Hol-
frey, Mrs. Mischke, Mrs. Ernest land, Yewell Harrison, Mfrs.
Caldwell and Mrs. Howard M. W. Haws and Miss Royster.
One unheppy note will prevail
at the program however, The
new band uniforms, promised by
the manufacturer for that date
will not be ready. But the spirit
of the program will remain in
the holiday spirit. The public is
invited to attend.
The complete program follows:
Scriotaire reading—Betty Ann
Aciams.
Presentation
Recognition of
From 1939 to I
Responsible
Mary Royster.
"Prayer of
Child."
of Piano aryl
Senior Classel
948.
for gift — Miss
the Norwegian
"Ah Dearest Jesus."
Girl's Chorus accompanied by
Shirley Maxwell.
"I Heard the Bells on ,Christ-
mas Morn."
"Deck the Halls.''
Mixed Chorus
Solo, "Hallelujah" — Shirley
Houston.
"Christmas Story"--Charlotte
Wiseman.
"Christmas Carols" — Entire
Group.
arrci lairs. J. M. Watson with!
spend the Christmas holidayaa
with ale Watson's son, Calvin
Watson and hi& family in Shaw-
nee. Okla.
Mrs. Lowell Willierns has re-
turned to her home in Birming-
ham, Ala., after a visit with rea
atives in Fulton.
Mrs. Malehom Chambers and
Mrs. Mary Hugh:as Watson have
returned home from Nashville
where Mrs. Chambers has been
for medical treatment.
Mrs. Bill Haialine is a patient
in Haws Hospital.
Mrs. Frank Beadles and* Mrs.
Horton Baird a.,-aaited Dr. and
Mrs. Robert L1S'a Friday in
Memphis. Dr. Bard is quite ill
in the Baptist Hospital.
Mr. and IVIrs. Terrell Hamilton
of Mayfield visited Mrs. Edith
Nall who is a patient at Haws
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Batts
and Mr. and Mrs J. C. Johnston
have moved frorn their home in
Fair Heights to the W .W. Batts
farm east of town.
Mr. and Mrs, M. j. lloultpn
left Wednesday for San Benito,
Texas to spend the holidays with
het brother. Everett Russell ahd
Mrs. Russell and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Driskill have
returned to their home in Pa-
ducah after attending the ftp
nerai of her aunt, Mrs. Lee Tim-
mons.
Mrs. Charles Murphy of Mem-
phis is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Guy Tueker On Park
avenue.
Mr and Mrs. Nornaasi Tim-.
mons hava returned to their
home in Chicago after attending
the funeral of his mother, Mrs
Lee Timmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Glidewell
of Murray spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Gholson.
Leroy Sawyer is ill of chicken-
pox at his home in the High-
lands.
Mas. LeWiS Weeks, Mrs. J.H.
Maddox ,and Mrs. Fred Gipson
were Tuesday visitors in May-
field.
Mrs. George Doyle and daugh-
tar, Ella have retucned from a
visit to relatives in Batesville,
7liss.
Mr. and Mrs. Perry L. Stone,
Rev. J David Kidwell, Rev. and
Mrs. L. E. Groselose of Hickman
sale of tickets on three prizes,
and a booth will be erected on
Lake street this v;eekend to help
the solicitation.
Members must turn in all sold
and unsold books by Monday,
December 20 to either Foad
Homra at the Keg or to Cliff
Shields at the K.U. office.
.1
attended the Christian ministers
meeting in Mayfield MorTaay.
Rev. John H. Gardner of
Bloomfield, Ky., was a visitor in
Fulton Monday enroute to Clin-
ton where he preached that
night at the First Christian
church.
Buck Bushart is on a trip to
WALTER J. BLOCKBERGER
Waiter J. Blockberger, 43. died
in Fulton Thursday following an
illness of several weeks. He has
been an employee of Swift and
Company in Fulton for the past
six years, where he made his
home with Mr. and Mrs. A. Hud-
d I eston.
A native of Sedalia. Mo.,
Plackberger is survived one
brother. He was unmarried.
The body will' remain at the
Whitnel Funeral Home pending
errangements, which are incom-
plete.
Highway Patrolman TO
"Get Tough" Jan, ja
A "get tough" policy in dealing
with motor vehicle operators
erato have Kentucky plate regis
trations or driver's permits Was
I announced today by Mike 'Ward,
Kentucky State Highway patrol-
man.
-Beginning January 1," he said
"any vehicle operating without
a Kentucky registration plate or
any driver not having a license
to operate will suffer the con-
sequences of the law."
"Offenders are not going un-
noticed now," he stated, "but af-
ter the first of the year there
will be positively no leniency.
I e • , • J
OPEN SATURBAY
Office Building from 9:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. each Wednesday to
assist veterans and their depend-
ents with their problems on na-
tional life insurance, government
life insurance, on the job train-
ing, educational benefits, college
and trade school, farm training
information, G.I. loan informa-
tion, disability compensation or
pension, hospitalization and Mat
patient treatment, medical and
dental disabilities, and other ben-
afits to which they may be en-
titled under laws administered
by the Veterans Administration.
MRS. ELVIS MYRICK
HOSTESS TO ONE
O'CLOCK LUNCHEON
Luncheon was served from a
table decorated with a red hol-
ly centerpiece and green canelles
! Following the luncheon, mem-
d d 1 ed
County Group Studies
Child Welfare Courses
cards. ---•,
-;4“,,,:gor kirrir The advanced group in Ch'il
Care Study met Friday night,; Club high was won by Mrs:
necernber 10, at the PalestineThe Fulton postoffice will be 1 Patll Terberville, With Mrs. E. D.
Community House for the firstopen Saturday afternoon this Keiser second, and Mrs. Cliftori
in a series of three lessons un-week to enable the public to mail Linton low. Guest prize was won
der the direction of Miss nor-packages and buy stamps, it is ' by Mrs. B. B. Henderson.
ence Imlay, Child Care special-announced. i Guests included Mesdames ist from the University of Ken-The public is urged to avail Robert Bell, Paul Turberville,
themselves of this additional Clifton Linton, E D. Keiser, Fred tuTckhye. group met at 6:30 and hadservice and mail cards and pack- . Sawyer, Ernest 'Cardwell, B. B. supper together. Miss Imlay ledages as early as possible. Henderson and Frank Neal. the discussion that followed. She
MURRAY STATE TO FORM COUNTY ALUMNI
GROUP; CLUB IS ORGANIZED ON CAMPUS
Plans are being made by the
Fulton County.- Club at Murray
State college to jain forces with
Murray aluanni in their home
county to g,ive a _banquet for
high school seniors there short-
ly after Christmas.
The Fulton County Club was
organized en the campus at Mur-
ray State last week. Twenty-twb
students from the county were
present at the first meeting, and
others of the more than 40 now
enrolled have indicated they will
join in the nedr future.
According to Joe Holland of
Hickman and James Armbrust-
er of Felton, co-presidents of the
I organization, there are twice as
many Murray alumni in Fulton
eounty as there are senims in
I the high schools of the county.
Tentative plans call for the ,
' --enizetian of two units with-
• . ••nty, one at Hickman
eel Ole other at Fuller!. All
ilumni in the two cities so far
emtactel by club officers have
'easicatal that wholehearted co-
aperation all' be Oren to as-
eaire success of the venture.
At the banquet appropriate
erograms will be presented by
the Murray students. Material
!air these progra,ms is now being
gathered. and includes manv
slides pictures t h e "South's
Most Beautiful Campus:" scenes
from the science laboratories,
home economics classes, indust
eial arts work, dramatic pro—
ductions; shots of students in the
"Hut," in dormitory bull !sessions,
and at basketball and football
games.
It is also planned to show
rnotion pictures of the now fam-
ous "Punchbowl," which came
without invitation during the
Evansville football game as well
as motion pictures of the Tan-
gerine Bowl at Orlando, Fla., to
which Murray's Thoroughbreds
were formally invited.
Short talks by Fulton county
students on topics of interest to
prospective students at Murray
State will also be given.
Lawrence Tully of Fulton is
secretary and reporter for the
organization. Other Fulton coun-
ty students include William
Adams, Lawrence Cardwell, Jr.,
Bobby Childers, Gene Cook,
Charles Creed, Thomas Farley,
Roy Forsythe, Earl Hammcmd,
Jr.. Ruth Holland. Betty Jo Lo-
gan, Geetae Powell, Joe Royer
aaa Charles Seeed, all of Hick-
man:
John Austin, Bills, Mac Bone,
Fred Campbell. Robert Carney,
et! Finnia Cheniae. Jimrny Col-
"es Donald David, Dorit?
mes. Williems Grymes, Wil-
liam Hill, James James, Ivan'
Jones, Jr., Will Taylor Lee, Jack
'genre Roberta Peak. Bob Per-:
eins, Sarah Evans Powell„Flynn
Powell, Jane Shelby, Mary Lou-
Simons, Patricia Sublette,
Henry Tully, Evelyn Walteri
and Joe Mac Workman, all of
Fulton.
Additional information will be
released by the club as plans-are
developed.
stressed the following points. 1.
importance of parents checking
the type of books, magazines and
comics their child read and the
movies they saw. 2. the nail-
- nce of each on the :aaracter of
the child, and 3. the importance
of choosing books of good' color
and design suitable for the
child's age and interest.
Miss Imlay suggested for the
very small children the linen
books printed in vegetable dyes,
'that may be put in the tub and
washed. Among others recom-
mended were: Lit'le Golden Li-
bary — (28 books, stories well
eritten end beautifully illustrat-
ed): Around the Farm—the
Rand McNally Children's Gar-
den of Verses, "Mother Goose,
The Real Mother Gooae. Pokey
Bear, The Old NV! mail' and Her
Pig, and many others.
The next meeting of this group
will be held on January 5. The
beginner's group will meet in-
Hiekman for a day meeting. The
following members were prsent:
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dowdy, Mr.
7' • end !ars. Charles Adams,
sFasdara a Herold Pewitt, John
Roaert Thomrson, W. D.
NIcLeod, and MiS3 F101'enCe
c,arpo .ram,,s Pledges
Tau Beta Pi Chapter
Geerge James, Jr . 214 2nd
street is rate of 116 students to
he pledged to Tat] Feta Pi, na-
tional engineering. honorary
fraternity nt Purdue University.
This the largest class to be initi-
ated into any chapter of the so-
ciety at one time.
The Purdue chapter, which was;
organized in 1899, is the largegt
of the fa ohaptetretariotet ea-
.,gineerlftg aged,' ' schools.
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PALESTINE
Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Estone Browder,
Mesdames Gussie Bro*der, Ber-
the Nugent, P. King, Harry Mur-
phy, Frank Stroud and Roy Bard
attended a tea Friday afternoon
at Mt. Zion church near Union
City. The WSCS complimented
Mrs. Forrest McMurray, a recent
bride.
Austin Stroud and Charles Ray
Brann spent Sunday in Memphis
and visited the latters sister,
Mrs. Howard Armbruster.
Sunday afternoon visitors of
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
and family were Mrs. James
Brown and son, Mr. and Mrs.
Gussie Browder. Mr. and Mrs.
oraev
GROOMING
ESSENTIALS
The cool refreshment and
breesz fragrance of
SPORTSMAN -Isavine Lotion
will please the mo•t eaaetins mzus
you know Distinctly masculine
...-eleeseleelly correct—it seal help
Itsm tool. asset feel his eery best.
In stunning sports-Insp.-eel bottles
• Si 30, a. $2.30
Si..ving Bowl $2 .'7-)
LITTLE
CLOTHING COMPANY
414 Lake SL Fulton
1111111111111K111t1111011111111101111111[111111011111111IIIKON
C.J. Bowers Ond Mrs. Leslie
Nugent.
Dickie Collier spent Sunday
with Jimmie Wallace.
Dan Weatherspoon is confined
at home with chicken pox.
Mr. and .Mrs. Mason Davidson
and daughter, Susan of Chatta-
nooga, Tenn., will arrive Friday
to spend the holidays with Mi.
and Mrs. Morgan Davidson -and
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Graham.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. B. Caldwell were Mr. awl
Mrs. Noah Caldwell of Cuba, Ky,
Mrs. Julius Tucker and Milton
Tucker.
Mrs. Tommie Stokes is spend-
-ing a few days in Jackson, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hardy
of Union City and Mr. and Mrs.
Morgan Davidson visited Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Browder.
Mr. and Mrs. William McClan-
ahan and daughter, Joan, Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Caldwell and
sons spent Sunday afternoon at
the lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Burrow and
family were supper guests oof
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts Sun-,
day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard left
T-hursday for Lexington to ac-
company Jackie Bard, a K.U.
stadent home to spend the holi-
daYs with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John E. Bard.
The Homemakers club will
meet Friday at 10:30 at the com-
munity center.
DUKEDOM RT. 2
Miss Joyce Taylor, Cor.
Mesdames Evaline Yates aw!
Paulette Hill were the Thursday
afternoon guests of Mrs.
tha Rickman.
Mrs. O. F. Taylor visited Mrs.
Pearl Cooley of Fulton Wednes-
day. — --
Mrs. Tennie House was gueS".
of her sister, Mrs. Emmett Fin-
ley Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline
called on Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Mc-
Natt Sunday night.
Mrs. T. C. House, Mrs. Ruth
Weems', Mr. and Mril ry
Yates, Mrs. Hill Hill and Rand -
;Al and Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Tay-
lor, Marion and Joyce were in
Mayfield Saturday.
Mrs. J. P. Owen killed hog,
Wednesday afternoon.
Mrs. Bill Hill and son, Randall
visited her brother, Harry Yates
and wife a few days last week.
Tremon Rickman and Marion
Taylor went to Mayfield Wed-
nesday on business.
Mrs. H. J. Roberts of Mayfield
was in this vicinity one day last
week.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
WitMCWIRCCIV0g-VVVVC- Crl,
start at ..
$88 00Prices
WITH a Speed Queen, there zre 
no long
series of "cycles" to wait for. One load
after another can be turned out at 5 to 10-minute
intervals. (No need to throw away your hot
water after each load.) While your second load
washes, you can rinse the first and hang it out
on the line. The same for succeeding batches,
Thus, an entire week's wash can be finished in
an hour or so. No wonder Speed Queen makes
such a thrilling-to-receive Christmas gift! Stop
in this week.
WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO.
4th Strert FULTON, KY.
01114100101101100MMOIEVCCACC--tiglEVe
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Erwin Rowland were his father
I and sister, W. L. Rowland and
Allie of Lone Oak, Mr. and Mrs.
R. E. Goodgion of Murray, Mr.
and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and family,
Mr. and Mrs..Virgil Rowland'and
Jamily and Mr. and Mrsi Edwin
Carr.
Mrs. Ruth Weems 1,isited her
sister, Mrs. J. E. Finley one
night last week.
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Taylor and
children, Marion and Joyce and
Jane Owen attended the ball
game at Cuba Tuesday night.
Mrs. Ruth Weems is on the
sick list at thiS writing.
CAYCE NEWS
by
SUE and JANE
CAYCE SCHOOL NEWS
Home economics one and-two
girls are going to have their
Christmas tree and program Fri-
day December 17. This program
will be in connection with their
stu ies. The thirsi year home ec-
onomics girls ar egivinl a facul-
ty tea on Friday Dec. 17.
Our Christmas program will
be given Wednesday December
-2. ihe cProls that are going to
be sung are "Little Town of
Eethlehion" and "Jingle Bells,"
third year home ec-
onomic girls. The first grade is
going to have a drill and song.
The second and third grades are
going to have "Preparing for
Christmas," The third and fourth
grades are going to have "Bor-
rowed Christmas," and the sixth
grade is going to have "Christ-
mas- in Stubles Boy.'' Santa
Clads will also visit us.
Max B. Hunt, national treasur-
er of Woodman of the World
will-present an American Flag to
Cayce high school December 20
at -1.30 p m The ublic is in-
Friday, December 17, 1948
if you have been good the past
year, so he will come to see you.
The main thing t remember is
to be safe and not careless dur-
id-. the Christmas holidays as
there will be a lot of accidents
t uon t let it be you. Let's re-
member that Christmas trees arc
easy to catch on fire, fireworks
are dangerous to play with;
driving is dangerous and many
more things. So lets remember
to make this the safest Christ-
mas that has ever been.
We are glad to hear that A. M.
(Pat) Matheny is getting along
nicely.
We are glad to hear that Fire-
man W. O. Jones' wife is getting
along nicely and is now able to
vited to witness the ceremony. sain
tdupaisao fsetwandmsinautfee.swearnch day
inutes
Our next norne basket ball each day.
game will be Friday December Laborer E. F. 'Hart is on his
23, which will be with Arling- vacation.
ton.
•
.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.444.+4448.+40+++ 4.4
Roundhouse
Round-Up
fly Alice Clark
Synta Claus is just around.the
corner, and its time to wonder
C. Cavitt has returned to work
after his vacation.
i-i. H. Hamilton is on his va-
cation.
Martin Henry W.arren is all
smiles as he starts his vacation
which will be during the Christ-
mas holidays: another one smil-
ing is Carl Brittain who will al-
take his vacation during the
Christmas holidays.
We are glad tu hear that Mrs.
Ed Parton is getting along nice-
ly at her home in Riceville.
Mrs. Caine peaves and Mrs.
J.W. Coleman spent Saturday in
Jackson, Tenn., shopping.
Division Air Brake Foreman
M. L. Matlock was in Fulton
Wednesda on'businses
"The little boy was playing
doctor to 'his little friend's doll
and ran out the door. His moth-
er called him back to close thr
dor. When he came back from
this call I asked him how the
little pationt was He said, sadly,
''She died while I was closing
the door."
Little Oscar said to his fath-
er "Papa, where were you born?"
and the father answered "In
New York, son." Where was ma-
ma born?" "In Los Angeles,"
. "And where WaS I born" asked
Oscar. "In Alburquerque." Oscar
moux am!! teimi, 'pies
how we three got together."
Little Tommie ran in the house
the other nite and walked up to
his mother and said here's a
note from Miss Meeks," and of
course. father was reading the
evening paper and he - said
"what is it mother?" It's a note
from the teacher asking why he
comes to school ev,21..y day."
W. K. French of the Kenton-
town community is the first
farmer in Robertson county to do
terracing on his farm.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
210 Church Street
Phone 909
See our line and check our
prices on:
Plat- Glass
Auto Glass
Window Glass
Mirrors
Paint
Venetian Blinds
Aluminum-framed Window
Screens
Wallpaper
Walipaner Canvas
Decorating and
Clean nt Supplies
FULTON PAINT
AND GLASS CO.
FREE DECORATOB
t • t L'IANT SERVILE
; .
SENSATIONAL NEWS
- just in time for
Christmas Gift Buying! 
McDade's Anniversary Sale
Extended Through
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 24th
% ri
Every Item in Our Slore
EXCEPT IAIR TRADE III NIS
Come in today—make your selections now---
while our stocks are complete
McDade Furniture Company
919 Church Street Fulton Phone 905
1 _:"
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all out ooismen
By JIM MITCHELL
As the 1948 hunting season
moves towards the finale in the
north country and hits _high
gear in the southland, the same
old stories that always plague
the hunting fraternity again are
making the headlines. We're re-
ferring to stories about this hunt-
er or that one being fatally shot
Mille in the field.
A duck hunter wzah•s out to
YOU Coll'fr BUY 
A
BETTER 
HOUSEIJOID
ENAMEL /
Teu DOM sale any-
thing like the new
Waterway Enamel
kpr furnitur• and
Whodwork -one coat
biding- quick drying
- excellent mar and
chip rirsistanc• -
beautiful decorative
Colors.
a
C• re • in licclisy
for PIII beelike,
.Callic Dynamic*
Om year lloatic•"
PI TTSBURGH PAI NTS
Luok. BETTER LONGER'
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS CO.
right some decoys, steps into I
deep water and is drowned, a I
deer hunter sees the brush move '
and shoots, thinking 
it's deer DUCKS IS NOW OPENonly to find he s killed his com-
panion; a rabbit hunter dies
from a charge of No. 6's in the
stomach when his gun goes off
while climbing a fence.
The stbries fall into the same
pattern in most every state and
ear after year. They don't make
'pretty reading, yet little has
been done to rid the nation of re-
peat performances.
What can be done about it?
That's a tough question to
answer. It has been suggested by
some sportsmen that ttsts be
given hunters before licenses
•
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are issued. Handle it, they say,
as you handle the issuing of
driver's licenses-make a man
I show he's competent before is-
' suing a perniit.
Maybe this idea has merit; at
least it shows thinking in the ,
right direction. However, tests
might not prove practical for all I
cases. Teaching a man how to
handle a gun before giving him
a license probably would reme-
dy some of the deaths resulting
in climbing fences, shotguns or
rifles discharging in an auto- I
mobile and the "unloaded guns''
that take th'eir toll in homes.
But what about gr. Trigger-
Happy Deer Hunter who shoots
first and looks afterwards? He
probably could pass . a license
test with flying colors, yet he's
a menace in the woods!
OUr answer for this fellow is
"manslaughter': - make it a
crime to kill with a hunting
weapon.
All the stories we've•read this
year use the word "accidental'?
in reporting hunting deaths. We
don't believe that's the right de-
scription of many of 'them for,
with few exceptions, these deaths
could have been avoided if the
hunters had used just a little
common sense when in the field.
Possibly it is a mass education
job of hunters that's needed to
solve the proble.m. But most
likely it is a job for each individ-
ual hunter to learn the rules of
safe gun handling and sports-
manship, and to practice these
rules every trip afield.
29-DAY SEASON ON
Kentucky's 29-day season on
ducks, geese and coot opened
last Friday at noon with indica-
!icing that a fairly successful
shooting season-would be enjoy-
ed in some sections of the state,
the Division of Game and Fish
announced today. .._
The season will extend through
January 8, 1949, with _the_ shoat-
ing hours being from one-half
hour before 'sunrise until 1 hour
before sunset, the Division re-
By humility and fear of the
Lord are riches, and honour,
210 ( !lurch Phone 909 and life.-Proverbs 22:4.
_
..;?at-sa sicf.a.:5‘ tunittt.: s.; wtsias.,:sicstnicigiainme‘sicrati‘s.tei
Christmas is Time
!For a Watch Gift
from Kirkland's
4
4 •
0
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1 tninded. hunters and warned that
shotguns used must be plugged
so that they will hold not more
than three shells in the barrel
and magazine combtned. Also, it
was pointed out, in addition to
the regular statewide hunting li-
cense the hunter muSt have a
signed federal duck hunting
stamp which may be obtained at
an% . osto tces.
Bag limit for ducks and geese
are four per day, with the pos-
session limit of geese the same as
the daily limit, while for ducks
_double the daily lima, or eight
ducks, may be held after two
or more days of hunting. The bag
limit and possession limit for
it
. A
Nothing could make a lovelier Gift at Christ- IX
mat than a gift of Jewelry from this store. We N
have a fine selection of Jewelry and other nice II,
V . .g gift items that will make your search easier. We
* invite you to visit our store and make your se- i!
V lections now.
V
Use Our Convenient Yay-Away Plan
V 
V etit
A
Main Street
soorsonroononowortoOmmonvioosovereogorneriosonwomoneroomonoleronoi
Fulton, Ky.
A
A
rem glitirlE
IFitORPIBIIIIIIIIDS
OF
SCHENLEY
RESERVE
Fifth $400
"Sunny 51orning
Flavor" ,
PINTS  $2.50
HALF PINTS $1.30
86 Proof
SEAGRAM
DRY GIN
Fifth $365
PINTS  S2.30
HALF PINTS 01-20
90 Proof
GILBEY'S
DRY GIN
I
! Fifth $320
i "World's Favoritefor nearly a cen-
itury"
PINTS 
ItALF PINTS $1.05
$2.00
90 Proof
THREE
FEATHERS
Fifth $400
P T $2.50
PINT $1.30
SUNNY
BROOK
Fifth $415
PINTS $2.60
2 PINTS $1.35
93 Proof
SEAGRAM'S
SEVEN CROWN
coot is 15, the Division warns.
Bag and possession limits may
include only one wood duck. The
daily bag limit for American and
red-brested Mergansers 25
with no possession limit except
on the first day of the season
when the bag limit apply.
Included in the above limit inay
be not more than two Canada
I geese or its subspecies or twO
; white-fronted geese, or one of
eaCh.
The Division, pointed out that
waterfowl may not be taken by
means of bait or With the aid of
live duck or live goose decoys.
. It was further pointed out that
Fifth $400
Pints $2.50
Half Pints $1.30
Be.Sure With Seagrams
86 Proof
OLD (ROW
Bottled in Bonds
Fifths $680
PINTS  $4.25
... $2.15
OLD TAYLOR
Fifth $680
PINTS $4.25
Halves $2.15
DE KUYPER
BRANDIES
Fifth $420
Apricot - Peach - Blackberry
HILL &
HILL
t
Pints
' Pints
$4.09
$2.50
$1.30
the hunter may not 'shoot ducks
or geese from a •power-driven
boat.
South Fulton 4-H
Club Elects 'Officers
The South Fuiton 9-H Club
met last Friday to elect officers
as follows: President, Oletha
Owens; Vice-President, James
Stehl; Sectetary, Delores Jolley;
Reporter, Dale Cummings; Sar-
gent In Arms, Donald Richard-
son; Song Leaders, Donna Faye
McClure and Barbara Adkins.
Nine new members present:
Jimmie Yates, Ancel Hall, Mary
Jo Reed, Robbie D. Forrester, Di-
anna Palmer, Annette Williams.
Janie Sue Vowel, and Dale Cum-
mings.
The group studied the sys-
tem of keeping a book to record
the daily progress of the various
projects they undertake during
the year.'A movie, "America,
The Beautiful," was shown. Les-
sons were given to show Ute cor-
rect methods of decorating a
Christmas tree.
The next meeting will be held
in January.
Pat' onize our Advertisers!
The Keg offers these friendly
tips on WHAT TO GIVE:
4
4
4
V
V
V
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OUR PRICETHE PERSON YOUR, GIFT
Your ROMA CALIFORNIA TOKAY WINE
holiday hostess (Delicious after dinner)
Business partner ROMA CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE
(He'll open this brand proudly)
Next-door neighbor PETRI CALIFORNIA SHERRY WINE
(She'll use it often, cooking)
Grandfather
Fellow worker
Rich aunt
Postman
Favorite cousin
BOSs
Sister-in-law
MONTE CASSINO CAL. PORT WINE
(Soft, mellow, full of goodness)
TAYLOR'S SWEET Sauterne Wine
(His wife will enjoy it, too)
$1.00
large bottle
$4.00
large bottle
$1.00
large bottle
51.25
large bottle
$1.45
lar7e bottle
GRAVES
(An angel's drink, s veet, rich) large bottle
CRESTA BLANCA CAL. CLARET 01.45
(Good hot after a long cold day) large bottle
CRESTA BLANCA Spark Burgundy
(T:ce perfect "party wine")
TAYLOR'S N. Y. CHAMPAGNE
(Compliment at a budget price!)
$1.45
large bot .le
$5.00
larze bottle
TAYLOR'S BURGUNDY $3_25
(Light, ideal for luncheons) lar;e bot,le
"Cal. dcctor" FINO PALMA SHERRY 
- $3.90
(FiVits.Spain) large 'bottle
A
A
a
a
a
a
ix "APS 71: 75 PS PS TS TS 3Wit. Ar. Jti7 7% 75 I% Ad TO PS RC Ire 3W TA 7.srsrsi:- NI741121071§,MINI-701V 717,70,V71111Flir 71
Our stocks of Wines and Liquors for Christmas ' and the holidays
are complete at the KEG . . . visit us at our handy location on Lake
street when you are downtown, and stock up!
FOUR ROSES
Fifth $430
"America's Most Famous
Bouquet"
•
FINIS  $2.75
HALF PINTS  $1.40
Virginia Dare
Red
or white
$1.10 fifth
90.5 Proof
I W HARPER
KY TAVERN
OLD GRANDAD
OLD FORRESTER
YELLOWSTONE
OLD FITZGERALD
Imported Wines
/Olivier, Vintage 1940
Amontillado Sherriy
Louis Eschenauer
Chateau La Garde
Merit° No. 120 Sherry
After Dinner
ROMA Sherry, fifth $1.00
Vermouth fifth $1.50
After Dinner
ROMA Muscatel 5th $1.00
ROMA Port _ lifth $1.00
THE KEG
442 Lake Street
Fifths 680
67°
680
Fifths 680,
67°
600
Fifths
Fifths
Fifths
Fifths
BOND AND
LILLARD
Fifth $415
PINTS  $2.84
2 PINTS  $1.35
93 Proof
Fulton
PM DE LUXE
Fifth $350
PINTS  $2.29
I/2 PINTS . $1.13
86 Proof
"For Pleasant
Moments"
208 Lake St.
Page 4
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a
Martha' Moore, Miss Charlene a white prayerbook toPPed
1 
Martin, Miss Ann Godfrey, Miss
Woman s Page De:Myer. and Miss Jean Atkins.AlfOrd WEIS assisted inMai olyn Shannon, Miss Andy
PHONE 926
TWO Lorely Young Matrons Honorees At
Afternoon Bridge By Mrs. R. M. Alford
The attractive home of Mrs.
.„ Robert *M. Alford on Second
street was the scene of a delight-
ful party last Saturday after-
-noon when she entertained at
bridge in special compliment to
iwo popular smembers of the
young matron..4 set, wt. Robert
lrvine Taylor, Jr., of Dyersburg,
'Tenn., and Mrs. Parks Weaks of
this city. .
Mrs. Alford was assisted in
receiving her .guests by .her
daughter, Mrs. Robert Irvine
Taylor, Sr., also of Dyersburg.
Bridge was played at five
tables at the conclusion of which
,Mrs. Jack Carter was awarded
high score and Mrs. Morgan
Omar, second high. Miss Ann
Godfrey was winner at bingo.
At the conclusion of the games
the hostess served a salad course
to the following guests. Mrs.
C. D. Edwards. Mrs. J. L. Jones,
Jr., Mrs Morgan Omar, Jr., Mrs.
William Cates, Mrs. Clyde Hill,
Jr., Mrs. E. R. Hefley, Mrs. K.P.
-Dalton, Jr., Mrs. Charles Thomas,
Mrs. Hugh Mac McClellan, Mrs.
:Jack Carter, Mrs. Clyde Wil-
liams, Jr., Mrs, Joe Treas, Miss
Limited Number of
GENERAL ELECTRIC
REFRIGERATORS
for Immediate Delivery 
aalirziNIBI1118c
as' 141.30.
virinlr;!
•
This full 8-cubic foot
i•Lrigrator can be
. bought on our
EASY PAYMENT
PLAN
•
THE GIFT that All
of the family can
enjoy!
FULTON HOWE. & FURNITURE CO.
Phone 1
serving her quests by her dough.
ter and Mesdames Leslie Weaks,
who presided at-the coffee table,
Heidoert Carr, Louis Weaks and
J. IL Maddox.
BENNETT CLUB
1HAS DECEMBER
' MEET THURSDAY
Twenty-two members and one
visitor, the hbme agent. Mrs.
Bertha McLeod, of the Bennett
Homemakers club enjoyed a
-well planned Christmas dinner
at the home of Mrs. G. A. Har-
rington, Thursday December 9.
Mrs. Vernon Robey was an af-
ternoon visitor.
The business session was con-
ducted by the president, Mrs.'
Smith Brown. A report on the
Advisory Council was given by
Mrs. Brown and some explana-
tion on the county score card
was given by Mrs. McLeod. Mrs.
O. C. Croft was elected delegate
to attend the Farm and Home
Week with Mrs. Clifton Linton
as alternate.
BRIWDER-AlcAlURRY, •
VOWS PLEDGED AT '
NIT. ZION CHURtH
Mount .Zion Methodist Ch..ri- h.
Union City, Tenn., was the seen-
of a lovely wedding December 2
when Miss Migon Browder, dau-
ghter of Estone Browder and
Forrest McMurry son cl C. G.
McMurry of Hickman, Ky.. -.vere
married.
'11-ie ceremony v.-as performed
:4 2:30 o'clock before a group-
:ne Of soft pink ,Piecar.ly glad-
.oli and graceful ' f€rns :n
t,rspersecl with lighted tapers.
The REV. James. L. Ezigby
Jackson. Tenn., officiated-
the double ring ceremony.
Nuptial music Was presented
Mrs. Charles E. Roberts,
p.anist, and Buddy Roberts,
Mrs. Roberts' selections in-
Auded "All For You," "At Dawn-
:rig," the traditional wedding
marches and "Because" which
'71ayed softly dur:ng the
emony.
Roberts sang, "I LoVe You
Truly" and also "The Lord's
Prayer" at the close of the cere-
mony.
,Given in marriage by her un-
cle, P. G. Browder, with whom
she made her home, the bride
was attractively attired in a
dressmaker suit of brown wool
with brown accessories. She car-
rtVOCOVOIVENSMCCeett. WC1040000001MCCOMMICI
Hallmark Cards
and
Gift Wrappings
Nsaate
DECORATIONS FOR THE HOME
Centerpieces and Mantle Arrangements made on snowy white
base with red candles, fresh English holly, gold or silver clust-
ers. See them on display.
Holly Wreaths of Glistening English holly, for the door.
Candles—Large and small Santas, Choir Boys, large and small
snowmen rope and snowdrip as well as standard dripless tap-
ers in red and white.
FLOWER
Bring
Christmas Cteer
GIFT SUGGESTIONS
Planter Lamps in copper or brass.
Lovely Roseville Pottery,
Fenton Glassware—beautiful blue, pink and-cranberry baskets,
vases and bowls.
Copper vases, bowls and plant boxes.
Scott's Floral Shoppe
304 Main Street Member F.T.D. Telephone 20-J
tit
with a ptirple orchid and a
shower of v,•hite satin ribbons.
Airs. Hunter Corum,' sister of
the IA-!clegroom, was matron-of-
hcra: and WaS dressed in
green tailored suit with brown
accessories and a corsage of yel-
low rosts..'
Airs. Roberts, dressed in grey,
had a corsage of pink carna-
tions.
Mrs. P. G. Browder, aunt of
the bride. wore a black costume
suit with matching accessories
and a:shoulder bouquet of white
orc .
,Mrs. C. G. McMurry, mother
of the groom, was also dressed
black with a'corsage of white
carnations
Hunter Corum, brother-in-law
of the groom, served as best
man. Ushers were Parnell Gar-
rigan and Frank P. Brown.
After a southern wedding trip,
r. an rs. McMurry %ill re-
side near Hickman, where he is
engaged in farming.
Out-of-town guests at the cere-
mony included Mr. and Mrs. Es-
tone Browder, Rupert and Rich-
ard Browder, Mrs. Herman' Eas-
ley. Air. and Mrs. Gun Browder.
Air. and Airs. Frank Stroud and
son, Austin, Mrs. Bertha Nugent,
David Nugent, Mr. and Mrs.
Percy King. Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Bai-d, Air. and Mrs. H. B. Mur-
'. , . . . e..
and Miss Anna Mary DeAlyer
al] of Ftilton.
VACATION TO BEGIN
SOON FOR STUDENTS -
tIF STEPHENS COLLEGE
Cra-,stms.s vacation at Stephens
star* rn rnbe-•
"J-3 classes will r•isurne en
5. .A series. c:f for.r.r.1
win •,,,reaC,r
• -7 z.-,s num-
".1:q Fn.-)
. folrnal Chr.s:-
mls T';e:day night.
re?erh:.er 14. will followed 1”.•
the traditional ChrisIrlas
aIRS. HUGH PIGUE
HOSTESS TO CLASS
CHRISTMAS PARTY
1.V...leyan Guild cf *th.:
First Methodist Church enjoyed
:ovely pot luck supper and
Christmas party at the home of
Mrs. Hugh Pigue pn Fourth
street. Twenty members and
three guests, Miss Mary Martin,
Mrs, H. B. Kincannon and Mrs.
G.W. Dimmitt were present.
Following the supper gifts
were exchanged from a beauti-
fully decorated Christmas tree
after which games Were enjoyed
TUESDAY CL11:11
ENTERTAINED
aIRS. FALL ea.
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Sr., 'entertain-
ed the members of her bridge
club with a dessert bridge Tues-
day afternoon at her home on
Vine street.
Two tables of regular mem-
bers enjoyed the afternoos, of
contract. -
At the conclusion of the aims
Mts. Abe Jolley was awarded
, high score prize.
I Members playing veere Ws-
, dames Jolley, J. D. Davis. Gus
, Bard. Herbert. Carr, - T. AI
Franklin, L. O. 13racl/ACci, J. C.
Scruggs and Clanton alea,:harn.
•
EAST FULTON P.-T.A.
HAS MEETING AT
SCHOOL TUESDAY
The 'East Fulton P.-Teti. met
Tuesday afternoon at the Terry
I Norman School.
The meeting vvai opend w••b
a program of Christmas rn .-
..rc,ented by each grade and cii-
lect.' d by Mrs. David Sundwaa:
Fal,w.na the program, V!
77.7 Y ctore ma'de i.n intet ! •
I r !-. 7: ( n spir:tual principal o:
I character in guiding and train-
ing childeen.
•
A 11,:snts, !meting wi.s i-..1-.!
presided over hv the pre..:dent.
Mrs. W. H. Hill. The P.-T.A
made nver $35 on the fo—i sale
gram prEsented by. the nfudent t,41elti Sattirday,.Decernber 11.
concert chorus. Olimaxing the i
talk pretaining to the books
Laurence Holland made a brief
holiday events :will be the twen-
! wanted for the school library.ty-first annual- Christrnas vesper
service on theeve of departure.
ALTAR SOCIETYfollowed by caibling around the
ENJOYS SUPPERgiant lighted, CIFistanas tree on
AIEET THURSDAYthe college gainlytis.
Students fixim•Ftilt'on who are The Altar Society of St. Ed-
expected idp splod the holidays ward's Catholic Church met
at the homeS 'Miss Bobbye Thursday, December 11 at the
Ann Grisham, daughter of Mr. ; school with twelve members
and 'Mrs. E. C. Grisham. 501 present.
Bowder street, and Miss Eliza- A pot luck supper was enjoy-
beth Ann Row, daughter of Mr. ed at 6:30. The president, Mrs
and Mrs. William L. Roper, 305 Charlotte Smith called the meet-
West street int to order at o'clock and th(
progr.m was given
Prayer' by ail wa.s said. The poem
I
-The..heeper of the Inn" was giv-
I en by Mrs. E. D. Keiser. an in-
! teresting talk, "The Joy of a
The members of the Eastern 'Good Conscience- was given by
Star Chapter 41 and their guests Mrs. Roy Hamby.
enjoyed its .`annual Christmas
supper and party Tuesday night
at the Masonic Hall.
CHRISTAIAS PARTY
GIVEN BY EASTERN
A TER 4
A delicious supper was served
buffet style to 75. The table was
•ientered with greenery and col
orfal Christmas balls.
Following the supper. gifts
were exchangde from a pretty
decorated Chnistaaas tree.
The:feature entertainment was
games:of bingo and prizes were
bingo winner.
During the liusiness session
new officers were -elected as
follows, president, Mrs P. J.
Trines: secretary, Mrs. Mary
, Nichols: treasurer. Mrs. Glenn
'Dunn. Twenty visits to the sick
el AK r ported..€,re
.After the taisiness session the
society presekt, to the sisters a
Bendix washing machine from
the church members to -the
school.
Christmas gifts were !- ex-
znotsgsksicnoncricaslacogszncuggswszsicacsmsrousicreaceuracsicsusi
r.
!s
41
V
GIFT IDEAS
FROM OUR POPULAR CHRISTMAS DEPT:
MAX FACTOR SETS
EVENING IN PARIS SETS
SAFETY RAZORS
FEN DESK SETS _
FOUNTAIN PENS
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
FIFES
TOBACCOS
SHAVING SETS
BILL FOLDS
STATIONERY
FACE POWDER
TRAVELING SETS
ALARM SETS
ELECTRIC IRONS
CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS
SHAVING BRUSHES
COMB-BRUSH SETS
TOILET SETS
CUTEX SETS
THERMOS :7' OTTLES
W.L/TARY SETS
COMPACTS
,v:ANICURE SETS
CIGARETTE FIOLDERS
k:ATH SPRAYS
WRISTLEVS SOAP
LUNCH KIT
CHRISTMAS CARDS
MONOGRAM Shaving Sets
WRIST WATCHES IN
MICKEY MOUSE AND OTH-
ER DISNEY CHARACTERS
LADIES OVERNITE CASES
KODAKS
PERFUME ATOMIZERS
Gift Box Candies by Nunnaly, Pangburn
and Belle Camp
OWL DRUG STORE
"Hundreds of Gifts in Good Taste"
4'6 LAKE ST FHONE 460 WEaDELIVER
changed among the me.mbers.
The next meeting will be Jan-
uary 3 al the school.
GI.AD GIRLS CLASS
HAS BUFFET DINNER
TUESDAY EVENING
The Glad Girls Sunday School
Class of, the First Baptist
Church had a lovely buftet din-
ner in the basement of the
church Tuesday nighie
The hostesses were Mrs. Avery
Hancock, Mrs. Lubin Grissom
ati I Mrs. Aierle Grissom. The
decorating committee were Mrs.
Lewis Sizzle, Mrs. Larry Lat-
horn, and Mrs. Roy Greer.
i•(,41/1ES
TI•ose attending were Mes-
Biztle 'Latham, Greer,
Roy Page, Pqrtir Wigs, Wil-
burn Allen, It L,?Alihelead, D.W.
(Continue on page five)
A Gift For Her
From poikgh013
AT RIGHT: Bewitchingly styled,
floral patterned.gown in crepe or satin
-$4.9/1 to $6.98
AT CENTER: Deep-toned, viide-skirt-
ed taffeta robe, floral designs 510.9s
AT LEFT: Uniquely patterned chenille
robe i • ith a tailored look.
Rose, aqua. green Sf.98
Other Lovely
!)
Gift Robes I 6
‘7, a8 to SI9.98
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GIFT HEADQUARTERS
f.,r the whole family
1Butiti•
I (el
tint
4./
1 41
Plaid gingham combined ssith
solid pastel. Red against blue,
rreen or pink. black with grey.
\';'111411P;
Other Margaret O'Brien dresses
Sizes 3-6x, 7-14; celanese and
taffeta. 
 $4.98 to $6.98
COTTONS, Front S3.98
"MITZI" Dresses, .. $1.98 and $2.98
Florals, plaids and solid colors
OUR TOM SAWYER APPAREL
makes nice gifts for boys!
THE LEADER STORE
1.41 Fulton434 Lake St.
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_
Fly, Fred Carden, Lubin Gris-
som, Merle Grissom, Carl Hest-
inio, Avery Hancock, Minus
Wet. , M. Lowry, Misses
Sarah Collins wad Wanda Greer.
FULTON
FRIDAY -,SATUDAY
Double Feature
MAXIS
SMITH
'winos
PARKER
THE WOMAN
IN WHITE
plus
SMUGGLERS COVE
Cartoon—"Hlt for Cat."
St. N. - MON. - TUES.
1:7 TECHNICOLOR
APARTMENT
, , .4*-7P
r 1=
amim
cPA1N • HOLDIN
hristmas Carols, Cartoon
ancl Fox Ne‘‘...
WED. THURS.
Ida tor
.LUPINO • W
LROAD US
ItIC-HAID WI II
t trtoon and Fox N• 411
y
BUSINESS WOMEN'S
CIRCLE MEETS WITH
MISS MYRA SCEARCE
'The Business Womens Circle of
the First Baptist Church met
Monday night at the home of I
I Miss Myra Scearce on • Pearl
street.
A well planned supPer was
served at ,6:30. The house was
decorated in keeping with the
holiday 'season.
. .The circle is observing thg !
week of prayer program for
foreign missions. Miss Scearce, 1
the chairman presided. Mrs. S.M..
DeMyer was program leader and
was assisted by' Mrs. L..E. Allen, ,
Mrs Fred Cooper, Mrs. Verna I
DeN4yer and Mrs Foster Ed•
wards. .
Ten regular members, two new I
members, Miss Beulah Legg and I
Mrs. E. B. Jones, and one guest,
, Mrs. Allen Austin, were present.'
ORPHEIDA
_
FRIDAY - SATERDAE
MONTE HALE
PAMELA BLAKE
in
SON OF &CID'S
COUNTRY
Added ( omed, and serial'
SUNDAY - MONDAY
GARY COOPER
PAULETTE GODDARD
in
UNCONQUERED
Added Comedy
TUE. - WED. - THURS.
-----
Double Feature
ROLAND WINTERS
CLAIRE TEVOR
in
GOLDEN EYE
III NNI`, ()KEEFE
in
T-MEN
GLEANERS CLASS
HAS CHRISTMAS.
PARTY TUESDAY
The Gleaners Class of the
Cumberland Presbyterian church
had its annual Christmas party
and supper at the Woman's Club
Tuesday at 7:30.
Each member brought an of-
fering for the building fund. The
class has given $2,538.32.this year
in the -building fund.
A delightful supper was served
buffet style with the guests seat-
ed :A card tables centered with
red candles entwined with green-
ery
Elizabeth Snow and Mrs.
,%d Bowen presided at the tea
the supper the group
50 prc,4.nt enjoyed games and
nteFts. ;Wei- which i.,:fts weri.
hang, d
-------
MRS. 31,1 !TEXAN
1:NTERTAINS WITI1
BRIDGE TUESDAY
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gram of Christmas carols sting
by the St. Mary's Academy girls
chorus. Another inspirational
feature of the program was a
movie short on the life of Christ.
Those attending from Fulton
were Father Libbs, Sister Ce-
line.. Sister Monita, Sister Vin-
cent Marie, Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
e ser, rs. G enn Dunn, Agnes
Rooney, Susan McDarliel, Jean
Hyland, Diane Trinca, Rita, Jane
and Judy Kesier, Bobby Dunn
lird Sam Trinca.
VaCTORY CLUB
ENTERTAINED
AT CLIFTCREST
Mrs. L. A. Clifton was hostess
to the Christmas meeting of the
Victory Homemakers Club at her
lovely colonial home "Cliff.
crest" on Tuesday December 14.
She was assisted_ by Mrs. E. E.
Mount. The house was beautiful-
, ly decorated with Christmast, ir-
-.);ngs and potted poinsettas.
The business session was con-
ducted by the president, Mrs.
Harold Copeland. The demotion- •
al, Luke 2:8-20 was 'fiead by Mrs.Clifton. She also read several
Christmas quotations and led the
group in" repeating the Lord's
rayer.
The Food /wader M G
Mrs. Hugh Mac McClellan ,
"ir,cions hostess to a Invely: I ;
bridge narty Tuesday night
hes home east of town.
Four tabtes were arranged for
games of contract. After several
progressions Mrs. it P. Dalton,
Jr.: received high score prize.
Martha Moore, second high and
Mrs. Jasper Vowel], bridge bin-
go.
The guest list included. Mrs
Dalton, Martha Moore, Mrs. Jas-
per Vowel). Mrs. Clyde Williams,
Jr., Mrs..Parks Weeks, Mrs., Joe
Treas. Mrs. Fred Homra, Mrs.
J. L. Jones, Jr., Mrs. Charles
Thomas, Mrs. Stpley Jones. Mrs.
Morgan Omar—Jr... Mrs. „C. D.
Edwards, Mrs. Clyde Hill. Jr.
Misses Andy DeMyer and Jean
Atkins.
Dowdy, and her assistant plan-
, ned a delicious Christmas din-
ner which was prepared by
members of the club and served
in the dining room and ajoining
' rooms. The center on each table
consisted of delphinium, poin-
, settas and silver cattads. '" •
Harold Copeland and Mrs.
E.E. Mount were elected by the
club to 1* delegate and altern-
ate respectively to attend the
Farm and Home ')Aleek Conven-
tion which will be held in Lex-
ington the latter part of Jan-
uary.
Mrs. Cecil Burnette sang the
lovely Christmas ballad, "Christ-
mas Candles" by Leveen, Brun
and Sampson. Mrs. Clifton was
appointed to take the place of
Santa Claus in distributing the
many useful presents exchanged.
The gift box of the morilh was
and shrubs. Several suggestions Ng
were given 1awdecorating the 0
front door for the coming holi-
days.
Twenty.three members enjoy- v
ed the meeting and six visitors, V
Mrs. G. A. Legg, Mrs. Roy Mil- it
ton Taylor, Mrs. Gus Paschal, 0
Mrs. Herman Harrison, Miss
Georgia Mattingly and Miss My- V
rtle Burnette. The club also el- V
joyed having Mrs. McLeod, rill,
home agent, present for part- of I
the day.
the 11Every member enjoyed
Barbershop Quartette harmoniz-
ing under the direction of the
Recreational Leader Mrs. J. R.
Powell. 
;1The meeting in January will it
be with Mrs. Herman Roberts 0
and Mrs. James Holt will be co- 0
hostess.
0prepared by Mrs. Mount and ANNOUNCEMENT itMrs. Clifton held the lucky num-
ber. The Sarah Dean Sunday 4
' School Class of the First Chris-
The lesson of the month on tian church will have its annual ;
wood finishes and their applies-- Christmas party Monday after-tion was very ably given by the noon, December 20, at 2:30 at 1.Home Furnishing Leaders, Mrs. the home of Mrs. Ira Little withMount and Mrs. Clifton. Mrs. R. C. Pickering co-hostess. oThe landscape leader, Mrs.
.Herman Roberts gave a very in- Mrs. Foster Edwards and Mrs. oteresting discussion on the win- Paul DeMyer spent Tuesday in 0
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LET US SHOW YOU
THESE IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS:
Parker "51," Sheaffer, Euersharp
Pens and Pencils
All Makes of Typewriters and
Adding Machines
Brief Cases
Many Other Appropriate Gifts For
The BusinessmAn or the Student
M M ng AC:1:U SW 0
FULTON WALLPAPER & OFFICE
SUPPLY CO.
304 11alnut St. Phone 85
, rs, ene ter care of perennials. everpeens Hopkinsville. 
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PUPILS OF SAINT
EDWARD'S SCHOOL
ATTEND MISSION
Several of the children of
Saint Edward's Catholic school
their parents the Sisters and
Father Thomas Libbs attended
the Catholic Church Mission Cru-
sade in Paducah Sunday,
, The missiori has. recently been
, organized and was !rid in the
tvmnasitim of St Mary's Acad-
emy in Paducah.
Officers elected from St. Ed-
. ward',s school in. Fulton were
president, Agnes Rooney; vice-
president, Rita Keiser; secretary.
, Jean Hyland; treasurer, Susan 4
McDaniel. spiritual advisor, Bob- X
by Dunn.
Little Sam Trinca was the 0
youngest pupil attending the
meeting.
Following the election of of- .0
!leers an impressive program '
was presented.
Father Thompson made an in- °
teresting talk followed by a pro-
....,;!.;n7V,7/SIONLN:V, :v711WMANIesn'sw,smnvnmIxmmmx..".
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PLARICE SiFIOP
— 300 Main St.
TURKEYS
HAMS
' •
'
HENS, Ready to bake ... lb. 59c
FRESH COUNTRY SAUSAGE SSC
60(
HICKORY SMOKED
COUNTRY- SAUSAGE
12 to 14 lb.
Average
Ready-to-Bake . . lb. 85c
Ready to Serve . Lb.74C
Cured: 10 to 12-lb. avg,69C
FRYERS, Really' Nice ... lb. 79c
BACON, KREY'
 IND. SWIFT 74(
PORK CHOPS'
 CENTER CUT LB. 56C
PORK ROAST'
 f!KE LEAi Ni
BEEF ROAST. CHOICE (UT
SSC
S9C
CURED PICMC HAMS 52C
PARKAY OLEO, COL. 56C PLAIN 40C
SWIFTS, )(REYES, MAYROSE
PURE LARD'
 1-LB. PKG.
ROUND STEAK. L
SWIFT'S BUTTER
SKINLESS WEINERS
78c
FRESH
 COUNTRY
 EGGS, doz. 65c
FRUIT CAKES
5 LB. HOSTESS c
 th4
FULL OF FRUIT a
PECANS'
 EnRA LARGE
ENGLISH  WALNUTS LB. 45(
BRAZIL NUTS LB. 40C
Lots
XMAS MIX
Candies
"LB. 30C
.WINESAP APPLES LB. 17C
ORANGES, BIG JUICY DOZ. 30C
TANGERINES FROM FLORIDA 35C
GRAPES LB. 18C
ALL KINDS
OF
GLAZED FRUITS
LETTUCE' LARGE SIZE
CELERY JUMBO STALK
FRUIT COCKTAIL' NO. 
-
20(
46(
FOOD CRAFT PEAS NO. 1 CAN 16(
OXANUTS, FRESH 20(
LB. 85(
iiiiiisFOR THE TUMMY 3 FOR 2S(
A. 'C...,BUTTS -8i, SONS-
vnE DELMER We Buy and Sell All Kinds of Fiekl Seeds TELEPHONE 602
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WEST STATE LINE
Edgu Grissom, Cor.
.A good attendance attended
the services at the State Line
Wission Sunda1, afternoOn The'
Rev. Royce Cruce brought a
• ery fine message. Rev. Cruce is
a senior at Cayce anci-is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Cruce
•• of Mt. Carmel Community on the
Hickman highway.
There will be a Christmas tree
at the State Line Mission sin
' Thursday night, December 23 at
7 p.m. there will be drawing of
names on Saturday evening, De-
cember 18 just before services.'
There will also be a Christmas
program for the children.
51r. and Mrs. Vance Hicks
and daughters, Edna, spent Sun-
day with their son and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hicks and
little'Steve Edwin of Clinton.
5Ir. and Mrs. Attie McClain
and family, Mrs, Lizia Ogdon of
"Tiptonville spent the weekend
with relatives of this community.
It was held at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Bud Fulcher. There will
be prayer meeting at the home
of Mr. and, Mrs. Leon Moore
Wednesday evening of this week
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
were the supper kuests of Mr.
and Mrs. Vance Hicks Willis and
-Edna, Sunday -night. .
Mr.• and Mrs. Gene Smith and
daughter of Paducah spent Sun-
day afternoon at the farm of
their mother known as the Wes
Browder place.
Willis HoWard Hicks spent the
weekend with his aunt and un-
cle, Mr. and Mrs. Horace'Lynch
and son Leroy Hicks of Harris.
J. P. Sutton is on the sick list.
Mrs., Tommie Stokes is in Jack-
son, Miss., on business. Susan
and Laddie remain here with
their grandparenits,-Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Caldwell on the State
i ne.
Mrs. C. B. Caldwell is on the
list at this writing.
Most of the farmers have a-
bout got their air-Cured tobacco
y for -the-rnarket-or--have
ready got it on the'market.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent a while Monday evening
with his -sister Mrs: Vanford
Smiley and Mr. Smiley of Rice--
ville.
Mr. and- Mrs. Frank Edington
and son, Presley, of Tiptonville
have moved to the 'Morgan Da-
vidson place on the Middle Road.
Frankie 'Hicks is improving at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Wit Mc-Fa en
_and family of Lynnville spent
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Sutton and family.
Titere oldest daughter is under
the doctors. care at Jones Hospi-
tal
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hicks and
'family, Andrew Hicks and Bob-
bie Joe spent Sunday with Mr.
and 1VIrs. Leon Moore.
Charles Sisson spent Saturday
-night in Pulton with relatives.
There was a cottage prayer
:meeting last Wednesday night.
ROIlTE THREF
Friday, December 17, 1948
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Miss Martha Williams, Cor.
Mrs."\Bob Cannon and Thur-
man Perry shopped in Union
City Thursday.
Miss Naomi Williams spent ,4
Tuesday night with Miss Martha
Jean Warren.
Elder and Mrs. E. C. Lowry at- 3
tended &lurch at Boaz Chapel re
Sunday and visited the sick that ,
afternoon-. • •
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Jackson. '
Mrs. Owen Jackson of Clinton. ,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S: Gossum and V
sons and Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry and son spent Sunday .4
with Mr and Mrs. Burnal Lowry
and Richard.
Mrs. Estelle Williams, Miss 1
•
Naomi Williams, Miss Martha 'II
Warren, Mr. and Mrs. Cloy
Yates and SOM. Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Taylor and son, and . Mrs.
Mildred Irvan shopped in May-
field Saturday.
Congratulations to Mr. and
IS Charlie Stewart and the ! 
twin sons born last week in the V
Fulton hospital. Both . mother
and sons are doing nicely.' 0
i
V
By skillful conduct and artifi-
cial means a person may make a IV
sort of name for himself; but if 4
the inner tewel be wanting, all
is vanity, and will not last.- 14
Rev. Earl Baird was in charge. Goethe.
Harold Taylor spent Monday
night with his grandfather,
Charlie Taylor and family.
• *
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I Suggest Ideal
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"FOR HIM"
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Linen Handkerchiefs,
Made of the finest handker-
chief fabrics you can buy-
Pure Irish Linen by Arrow.
75c $1.00 $1.25
14..11-Wool Sw:aters
Slip-ovdr, sleeveless and coats
. in solids and fancies. By
McGregor, Wilson and Puri-
tan.
$4.00 to $10.00 •
Gift Schrfs
White or Colored Rayons
$2.95
Esquire Socks
Lisle or Rayon artd Nylon
xith reinforced heel and toe
in anklets or lung lengths.
Fancy patterns.
65c to $1.50
Beautiful Ties
By Arrow, Van Ileusen, Wil-
son and Beau Brummeli.
51.00 to $5.00
Gloves
Pigskin, Cape, Suede, Wool
and furlined . . An ideal gift.
$4.00 to $7.50
Sport Shirts
Gabardines in beautiful shades
of green, tan, blue brown and
, gold.
$4.00 to $7.50
Whits Shirts
Arrow and Van Heusen in
broadcloth arud oxford cloth.
$3.65 and $4.50
Underwear
Sllorts and shirts in durable
. . . Full cut in com-
Shorts 75c to 31.65
Shirts 75c to 51.25
ItI5V13117
By Hickok. Tie chains, collar
bars, tie clasps and key
chains. Gold and silver colors.
$1.00 to $2.50
Plus 20% Federal Ta•
Pajamas
Wilson no belt and Van Heti%
sen in solids. stripes and fan-
cies. Sizes A BCD and -E.
Regulars and extra long.
$4.00 to $6.50
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By Hickok. Live-glass, pig- I
Skin, co:Wilkie /and saddle .• •,.
leather. Also, belt and budkle it
sets. 
• V
it VS1.50 to $3.50 *
)"
Belts-
All
-Wool Shirts Wallets
By Puritan and Buck Skein
Joe in plaids and solid colors. 
By Tex-Tan and Hickok . . .
soft calf skin, pigskin, Moroc-
$6.75 to 10.00 co. goatskin and cowhide kwith or -without zippers and ;
t
A
coin purse.
$3.50 to $7.50
Plus 207e Federal Tax
Cord and Gabardine
Jackets
Popular styling by Buck.-
Skein Joe, Solid colors in ma-
roon, brown, tan, green.
$17.50
Lounging Robes
rn v.- a r m all-wool plaids,
str:pes and solids or beaufiful
Ra7'on Jacquards.
S12.50 to $25.00
Gift Certificates
If you cannot think of
just the right thing for
him a gift certificate
will solve your problem.
AWRIIKLIN'
g. * QUALITY SHOP * I
302 maul ST. fULTOCI.KY.
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ROBERTS STORE
_ill Gifts
Wrapped in
Holiday
Paper •
Yaire sure of pleasing everyone when you do your Christmas shopping at ROBERTS STORE.
Visit every departinent . . . and choose from as fine a collection of ,gifts fi3t big, folks-,---little-
fo:ks and in-betweens as we have ever assembled under one rooLOur sensible low prices keep
cost-of-giving down!
A Flattering Gift!
Lady Joyce Gowns
Lac, ti mimed or plain
crep., and satins. White.
pink and blue; sizes 32-42.
$4.98 and $5.98
-Other. S2.98 - S3.98
• - .4 Smart Gift.'
Slips
Banner Girl pla.n tailored
and lace trimmed.
Fo.ir whitt. anei te:G.L,se:
Sizes 32.14
$2.98
Black .lace-trimmecl. 4 and 3-
gore slips.
A Personal Gift!
ROBES
"Miss Elaine" tailored' satin
in white, blue or red with
contrasting -piping.
Sizes 12-20
$12.98
"Kermess" printed rayon
r.::epes, lace trimmed. Pink
cr blue. Sizes 12-20.
$8.98
Quilted robes, solid or
floral designs  512.98
Other robes $5.98 up to $7.98
$3.98
°- tr N
‘"t/
•
A LOVELY GIFT!
greater thrill
o fl Christmas
hi a min than to
opim the box . . .
iir ! there .. sheer,
e!, n and spark-
. lovely
t ,11 • liter Kleer-
• Nylons!
, rair with
--"ed pre-
insure
NI/Of 8 to 11
S 1.50 to $1.95
A Useful Gift!
Bed Jackets
.
53.98
11.4, inc rift!
er Girl Pa:amari
in ,..n, tailored or lace
trity.. Blue and pink: also
printed rayons in floral de-
s'igns. Sizes 32-40.
$4.98 and $5.98
A Gift-LADIES HANDBAGS, Suede 'and leather
' .wn. green, grey $2.98 and $3.9is
atliCatAgXakMMOMMXS:UW=UXXUUXba.CSIMMOAMMXMWMA477:XMOSW
WINGS SHIRS
Sanforized broadcloth with
aeroplane-cloth collars guar-
anteed to outevear the shirt
itself! Whites and colors.
$3.50
E & W SHIRTS
Whites and stripes; . Sizes-
I-I-17, sleeves 32-35.
$2.95
MEN'S GLOVES
Genuine pigskin and capeskin,
gauntlet style; sizes 8-11.
$4.95 and $5.95
All-leather fur-lined
gloves  $4.98
Other leather gloves
$2.98 and $3.98
Men's wool and wool-and-
leather trimmed gloves:.
.79c to $1.95 •
WINGS PAJAMAS
Sarif,,,i Led . for permanent
;it! stripe ,'ernsi coat style
$3.98
E & W PAJAMAS
Wadi iga cl fancy patterns
and stripes.
$2.95 and $3.95
MEN'S GIFT ROBES
Rayon-lined satin in maroon
and blue. Small, medium and
large. $18.00
Rayon brocades and
maroon and blue,
medium, and large.
$10.95
strips;
small,
-Gabardines in maroon,
blue, and red; small, nrd-
ium, large
$9.98
Other robes in
cotton or wool $5.98 to $7.98
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HENRY I. SEIGEL-CITY
Origidiated in 1937
The editors of the News are
privileged to announce today
that the Fulton County News
will be distributed this vveek
and each following week to ev-
ery employee of the Henry I.
Seigel Manufacturing Com-
pany.
This newspaper is turther
pleased to report that it will
be ever cognizant of the value
the management and the em-
ployees of this firm are to the
city and county.
-News From Seigel City"
vill appear as a regular fea-
ture of this, paper. Every at-
tempt be made to cover
completely the news for that
"little city." We invite the em-
' tory. Here's wishing you lots o
luck, Butch.
Those absent due to illness
are Imogene Johnson, Cora Ir-
vin and Odell Killebrew.
Carrye Lee Etheridge
Bessie Gilbert, Clara Williams,
Gladys Ross, and Barbara Rob-
erts spent Saturday in Jackson,
Tenn., shopping.
Don Samons of Camp Breck-
enridge, Ky., spent the weekend
with his mother, Mary Samons.
Sue Todd Woodrow, new neice
of Garnette Browder, was born
Saturday at the Fulton Hospi-
tal.
Garvine Austin spent Saturday
in Mayfield- shopping. 
ployees to contact the various Mr. and Mrs. Clarerre Pinegar,
correspondents In —the plant are planning on moving in their
tor neus reports . . . and it newly finished home on East i
that cannot always be done, state Line, Saturday.
just send it or bring it into Mary Melton spent the
the News office on Lake Street weekend in Union City visiting
Extended. her daughter, Mrs. George Thom-
_ d dII •
.Mary Nell Page
Girls. here's a tip. You have
alwayS heard that the way to a
man's heart is through his stom-
ach. Well, Murray Greengrass
Confessed to us that he just
loves cornbread.
Dune:in Alexander went coon
haming Monday..,night. He tells
us they are awfully hard to catch.
Could it be that is just an alibi
sMce he didn't catch one. He al-
So tells us a coon dog is all he
for Christmas but we hear
he ,,,-tting a bride.
M.. and Mrs. Monroe Waken
oon spent Sunday with the form-
ers mother and lathe: Enon
church.
Mis. Opal Yates v...as in May-
: eld shopping Saturday. While
there she had the pleasure of
'7earing her daughter. Dixie. sing
ver WNGO childrens hour.
Mrs. Lois Taylor was in Union
CitY IVIonday after work shop-
ping. Her husband has taken ov—
er a dental.laboratory there.
Billy Alexander. our most re-
cent bridegroom, has moved from
Hickman to 116 Pearl street.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Ruddle
!.perit, Sundliy in Water Valley
visiting the latterwfather and
r•-.other, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hol-
"B'' SECTION
Marta* Luther
Our deepest sympathy to Lau-
la Mathis whose mother, Mrs.
Nt tt:e Winstead, passed awa?
Decernber 2.
The Work in the B Section has
been slow this week as something
new has teen added to the back
r ockets.
Miss Millie Gray attended the
iuneral of Pvt. Guy McDaniel
it Dexter, Ky.
— Mr. and Mrs. William E. Hain
1.ne and daughter of Nashville.
Tenn.. were the v,•eekend gwests
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Steph-
ens.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Nall of
Sikeston. Mo., were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Will Greer.
Mrs. Ted Prather and daugh-
ter of Louisville have been vis-
ling r. and Mrs. Charlie Gill
and C ol.
Mrs. R Strayhorn spent the
weekend is.
Mrs. Etta Mae Tyson spent the
weekend in Montgomery. Ala.
Those seen in Mayfield Satur-
day were Nelda Matheny, Vivian
Murphy, Olene Klutts, Jewel
Buck, Jaunita Gambil, Kathe-
rine Cook, Mary K. Hale. Imo-
gene Johnson and Joe Gambit.
ThOSe seen in Paducah wera
Frances McClister. Ruby Wilker-
son. Mr, and Mrs. Paul Cathy.
Virginia Cooly and Mable Pet-
tit.
Mrs. Lydia George spent Sat-
, rday in Union City.
Lydia Payne spent the week-
, nd in Milan.
Peck, I've been told you were
:-.olding up production in the 3rel
mit last week. You know you
can't get production by sitting
on the board by the steam iron.
Wonder why Mrs. Bard is so
happy this week.- Could it be
she'g expecting company this
weekend?
Compliments to the lady in the
1st unit. The dark eyebrows and
new hairdo are very becoming.
Gus Alexander, Leo Tueker,
Eldred Shoate, Raymond Brisk-
ley went cluck hunting at Reel-
foot Lake last weekend.
Butch McClain has accepted a
job in St. Louis, Mo. He will be
greatly missed thru out the fac-
as E war s.
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
What do you think about it?.Do
you think the kids and.I would
get along. J.B.J.
Dear J.B.J.
Yes, I think you could make a
go of it if you want too. First
make up your mind that you will
and,you will. The children are
young and th.ey will accept you
as their real rathe -. t tillnk you
and she both would be a lot
happier and would get along
nicely. My advice is to ask her..
don.l.t
Mr. and Mrs. Manus Williams
did Mr. and Mrs. Eulis Williams
were guests in the home of Jean
Williams Sunday.
'Lela Marie Gilbert, daughter
,1 Bessie Gilbert. who became
the bride of Paid Henderson, De-
cember 4th in Corinth, Miss., was
hon,,red v•itli a household show-
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Williams Friday night De-
cember 10th. Games and contests
were enjoyed throughout the ev- •
ening. COntest winners were
Irene Hainline, Lucille Yates
and Mrs. W. H. Perry. Refresh-
ments were served to about thir-
ty persons. The many gifts re-
ceived were appreciated vety
much.
If the peanut machines had not
been empty, we would have
blamed peanuts for sending Gene
Callis home with the tummy
ache, because Gen's favorite
question is "Do you have five
pennies for a nickel?" (The
pennies are for the peamit ma
chines).
Most people we know have tu
take medicine to cure the pneu-
monia. but we know something
that made June Suggs feel better
than any medicine could have.
Baker Cosby presented her with
a pretty new ring for her third
linger, left hand.. The wedding
date is a deep dark secret.
Margaret Graves and Duncan
Alexander have chosen Christ-
mas Day for wedding day. They
plan on being married in Cor-
:nth, Miss., then a honeymoon
trip to New Orleans_for a week.
rhey will live in Fulton.
Our compliment of the week
goes to Ruth Herdon for report-
ing to worlc,every morning with
a smile for everyone.
hearts and flowersri. by. 4swl'ATRICIA LATANF
...-.164t eg lprf
.
Dear Patricia:
Can you tell me where I lost
my billfold? K.H.
Dear K.H.
The boy you were out with
took it out of your purse. In the
iirst place you shouldn't keep
company with such people and in
the second place you shouldn't
drink, remember this.
Dear Patricia:
Will- my father ever agree to
let me date and stay out late
like other girls do? V.M.
Dear V.M.
He will not and nice girls do
not stay out any later than you
do. When you get older you will
understand a lot better than you
do now. Remember daddy and
mother want to keep your naine
above reproach.
John Bailey of 13ell county,
harvested 3,200 bushels of corn
from a 60-acre planting.
NEW CLASSIFIED
DIRECTORY NOW
A new ekevhone directory,
which contains a section irr which
business are classified alphabeti-
cally for the first time and in-
cludes many new and changed
listings and other helpful tele-
phone information. has just been
distributed in Fulton.
Approximately 2,352 new di-
rectories have been delivered to
homes and offices, according to
Mr. F. H. Riddle, Fulton man-
ager for the Southern Bell Com-
pany.
The new directory has a Green
• Page 3.
cover, which makes it easily dis-
tinguishable from the old Gray-
covered telephone book.
Mr. Riddle asks that telephone
users refer to the new direCtory
for the desired number. Looking
up the number helps avoid the
possibility of getting a wrong
number, and frequently saves
time for the calling party as well
as the party who might be called
in error. Consulting the direc-
tory also helps make the best
use of already crowded central
office equipment. "Information"
should be called only when the
desired number is not listed in
the directory.
The new classified section,
printed on yellow pages pust as
in other cities, is a convenient
source of useful business infix-
mation. It lists business tele-
phone subscribers alphabetically
under headings describing their
businesses, professions or the
products and the services they
sell.
Because of the continuing, pap-
er shortage, Mr. Riddle requests
that good care be taken of tbe
new copies, and thaVyour old ds-
rectories be turned in with other
waste paper.
Austin Wifong of Letchrtr
county is building a thickets
house for 2,000 birds, which he
plans to market as fryers.
Dear Patricia:
I read your letters in the News
every week and I would like for
you to answer a few questions
for me. Will I ever remarry?
Will I have any children? Will
I continue to live where I now
live? Will I get anything out of
an aunt's estate? C.W.J.
Dear C.W.J.
Yes, you will remarry. I
would say you will marry on
March Yes, you will continue
to live where you now are with
your parents until you rnarry. ,
Dear Patricia:
I am a girl 24 years old and
have lived a wild life. I would
like to turn over a new leaf and
live a good clean life. What step
should I take? Do you think if
I did the people would accept
me? B.N.W.
Dear B.N.W.
I would go to the church
where you would like to belong
and ask the preacher to please
pray for you, that you have sin-
ned but you would like to live a
good clean Christian life and
join the church and you will
find out how quickly you will be
accepted and taken in.
Dear Patricia:
I am a man 36 years old and
have never been married, I am
e girl 27 who has two
childien and I would like very,
apuch to ask her to marry me.
•
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Up to Our Neck in Christmas with
v•••
Give Him a New HAT
I
$1495
You won't need mistletoe.
when HE opens this package!
These fur felts are styled for
town and business and are
pre-shaped, so will keep their
sh•pe for keeps. Wide and
medium brims, full rayon lin-
ing. Brown. tan, gabardine
and grey. Sizes 6% to 7%.
Men's
HANDKERCHIEFS
25c
lierohlefft for "that coy.' . . . he can
atom, use n new handkerchief espe
eially if they're soft and white or bor.
dered In the SIPSW dark shades to blend
tbot nen. milt.
SOCFF a-d ANKLETS
aro oorh• ' el tdden the
comfort hls -• I," colorful
fljon:' ';.:001"rshro7t1:1.'17:
io brow., green, blue and 
maroon. Sit
10 to 12,
\\
TIES that will
please him most
$100.$150
FULTON. KY.
• tigAe
tfor MEN and BOYS
When You Choose His Shirt
Tie-up your Christmaa
"Knight" with a handful of
handsome ties chosen from
the smart new styles in our
collection. Rayon and silk
in foulards, crepes and satins.
Smart patterns, panels and
floral& All wool lining.
ATHLETIC SHIRTS
Good long length and sloth-
ly bound neck and arm holes.
Made of soft jersey knit in
white only. Sizes from 31 to
46. l'ractical and useful gift.
PRINT SHORTS59.
A gift he'll really welcome
.. smart looking sanforized
print shorts with gripper fas-
tener, elastic sides anti dou-
ble stitched seams. Sizes 28
to 42.
Be Sure It's a
MARK TWAIN
$298
Whether it's a smart str;pe
or always-right hite broadcloth
... you'll have that well-dressed
look . . . and feeling . . . with
Mark Twain's comfort-cut col-
lars ... style-sized fit and qual-
ity-tested sanforized fabrics.
Men's Leather Belts
• Fancy and
• smooth
• Ftnish
• tIenolne
• Leather
$100
He'll be 'Irl,bt on the beam"
with on. of thn r Zen...11P I.ather
belt*. o n. IRO or cor.loy an.
Shit 211 to 41. Attractive
buckles.
Boys' Cossack Style
ALL WOOL JACKETS
$4,95
He'll be strottin' around ewes.
Christmas morn when he ammo
thl• oarkpor! tome blork
plaids In maroon, MU.. brow's.
and treen. Full sipper and belt-
ed back. Sizes to lb.
6C
Colorful Plaia Suede
MEN'S SPORT SHIRTS
• /n or outer
• Style shirts
• Long sleeves
• Sanforized
• Suede, for only$298
Put these under his tree .. . and your Christmas
kiss is practically' planted ... plus or minus the
mistletoe. In large colorful plaids, small. medium
and large sizes.
49e
GENUINE
LEATHER 
Boys' Colorful
BLAZER ANKLETS
Boys' Flannel
SHIRTS
$169 $179
Long sleeve shirt. two
pockets. in or wirer
style in gay, eye-catch-
ing block plaids and
solids. Rig favorite for
111 boys. Sizes 2, 4, 6
. . $1.69. Sizes 8 to
18, $1.79.
Boys' Corduroy
PANTS
$449
These hardy corduroys
are schoolproof, play-
proof and strictly OK
for dreas-up, too. In
brown or grey patterns
with zipper fastener.
Sizes 6 to 16. Perfect
gift for your little
All - Amer-
ican this
Christmas.
L
-syssr-Iffewsz
9 c
Fleavy cotton anklets
with elastic top, dou.
FL? sole and high
rp':ced tr.el. Sizes
6t/2 te
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MUSIC DEPARTMENT'
GIVES CHRISTMAS
PROGRAM OF SONGS a choir of women's voices sang , these numbers r.nd .lis. . un
Our Hearts Be Glad arvi wick played the vio'in ohligato
The Music Department o'f thi.• Gav" IN Staley and "Bethle- in 'Mary's Manger Som.," Mi•s
Maddox closed the progr.ip'
the "Hallehija Chorus"
Handel's l'Nessiah." The soft
tones in this number gave one
the feeling Cif spiritual unity.
The audience heartily agreed
with the English custom of ris-
ing to their feet at the Halleluja
strains. Rev Mischke pronounc-
ed the benediction following a
tribute of thanks to Mrs. L. N.
Gifford, Woman's Club president,
who had welcomed the club
members and their guests at the
beginning of the program.
a
• a
:ley Houston, saorano. sing- ' BAL.," by Cronbam. Mrs. rartc.
• in, the lyrical Mozart "Allaluja," and Mrs. Strong were soloists in
-Woman's Club presented. a beau- liem's Lowly Manger" by Wil-
:Jul and most enjoyed program hams.
..,f Christmas music Friday after-
noon, December 10. at the First Mrs Jack Carter was soloist'
Methodist ChurCh. Mrs. M. W. and Miss Houston sang the de--
Haws arranged and' directed the . cant for tile second number, Mrs.
program. David Sundwick, violinist, play-
ed Borowski's "Adoration" ac-
'The sanctuary told altar %vere companied by Mrs. J. U. McKen-
:Iecorated with holly, pine, nan- 
- dree after v.tich Mrs. H. N.
,..lina berries antl poinstettias Strong sang the beautiful Schu-
v:ith tall red tapers casting, a , bert "Ave Maria."
-(oft glow over.the altar. ,
Mrs. C. L. Maddox opened the The last chorus numbers were
program with Mendelsohn's "Or- "Mary's Manger Song" by Pottle
:...an Prelude" following with Miss and "Christ of the Christmas
"STICIIMNI:f.:-NToloSnTinTONNIVNIKTSTSTSTSTG7JIMACPS10741011070S'
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The members of the chorus
were Mesdames Strong, John Ca-
vender, Charles Gregory, Jack
Carter, Joe Treas. Walter Voepel.
Hugh Pigue, Joe Bennett, Jr.
and Miss Marolyn Shannon, Ms.
Maddox was accompanist.
Rock 13,1o.,,tt_lomr.,
pdce
Highest qaDucislaitLYt
Value 414p
The
Gold Seal
tells you
there's no better buy
It's hard to find radio val-
ues like th‘s these days!
Beautiful perforrnanse-beauti•
ful st0e. Rosewood plastic cab-
inet. Natural color tone. Extra
powerful sensitive speaker.Needs
neither aerial or ground. Four
tubes plus rectifier. „22 9
AC and DC. See it
idtkIlt1KIIYOICAICSrgreGfsCSigelUfeCrole(ViltsCgdflfrCACSYS‘I‘feilreCrvi.Sii;.,
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CARTER- RICE
CLOTHING COMPANY
216 Mai: St. Telephone 210
MANHATTAN SHIRTS
$3.95 to $4.50
SPORT SHIRTS
$3.95 to $5.95
PAJAMAS
$3.95 to $6
GABARDINE ROBES
DRESS GLOVES
$2.25 to $5
MUFFLERS
$2. to $3.95
WOOL GLOVE-MUFFLER
SETS
$3.95
News, Fulton, Kentucky Friday, December 17, 1948
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KROGER VALUES CUT THE COST OF CHRISTMAS - .
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BELTS, GARTERS
AND SUSPENDERS
SWEATERS
$3.50 to $9.95
HOLEPROOF SOCKS
55c and 75c
SPORT COATS
$15.00 to $22.50
NECKTIES
$1. to $2.50
HANDKERCHIEFS
20c to 65c
FINE LINEN H'D'K'S
$1: to $1.25
GABARDINE TOPCOATS
S35 Jo „;49.50
BILLFOLE S
$3.50 to $5
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4
w New York dressed. Head.
A feet and insides (approx. astzi ,
un. 3 lb. waste) are weighed ' 4rir
!and included in the price.
4
A Kroger Oven-Ready. 100%
cvlaelaun:d before you buy.
,„ti A h?tter turkey, a better
.4
2-LB.
PKG.
Fancy Shelled Halves
1.59
BREAD 2 LGE.,LOAVES 27C
•7wisled 11 bite Dough
CHOCOLATE DROPS 29C
..RIAT CAKE
KFOGER :lb. Vacuum Pack
Can : . a. $1.89 NOW .
,O.:0C.ER I -1.B. BAG
CHERRIES I-LB,BOX 69(
t-11,.:.e:ate Covered
,...ATSU •p 14-0Z. for 25(BOT. L
. odard Thrhato -
;ECANS 37C
SALAD DRESSING " 37(
m1RACLE WHIP
PINEAPPLE JUICE ','„°,1 39(
oi D01.1.
ORANGE JUICE 16,ozcan 23(
KROGER
PEACHES 2 N°c:a2n 45C
California Sliced
Pure Lard
ARMOUR STAR
HUMKO
DAINTY COOKING FAT
PINEAPPLE
KROGER SLICED OR C'RUSHED
Cti
Cranberry Sree
OCEAN SPRAY
PECANS
1-.1.1134 FirICI THIN PAPEK S"T"
Manhattan MiA
COLORFUL HARD HOLIDAY CANDY
SANTA CREAMS
1.63 ,-T.1‘.
4-1.
Ctn.
82c
1.67
35c
2 for 35 c
• 25c
1- ,
;_lit L..
1-Lb.
Bag
to C
29c
KRCZAR EGGS
. S. Gov't. Grade "A" Med.
Cltristituts•Tags and Seals ctn.
in Carlin Doz. 65C
MARGARINE 17(
EAT MORE
PET MILK 3 TAil 43Cc„„,
KARO SYRUP 48C
•,. • flibel
CORN MEAL 1"b 55(Bag
t ream s• W bite
FLOUR Bag 1.59
K ROGER
VANILLA . .19(
CAKE FLOUR 4"7 37CPkg.
BAK. POWDER 27C
..,„„. „
RLISINS 2 13-'iz. 35CPkg.
iuMATOES 2 27(
COFFEE I-lb,Bag. 40C
KROGER HOT DATED SPOTLIGHT
Il• ntegenized
SW ANS DOWN
`, I) s•-eales,
FRUIT COCKTAIL N'L 1 25CCan
( .1 I:
IVORY SOAP th 10(
Pure and mild
LOX MIT SOAP 2 "' 27C
BAIL--,Soap of the S'arg
t'4464‘1111Lsilil i ISSUE
TOILET TISSUE
2 ROLLS 19C
KROGEP. FRESH -CANDY
tes...uray.gatrzgsgszsgresge.,..acs:ntsengsgsangs: 
Si.ng SIM ai Sig
0
A
A
A
it
it
it
KROGER
GIVES YOU MORE MEAT PER POUNtrit
Smoked Picnics
6 to S lb. Average
MORRELLS PRIDE
An Ideal
hristmas Gift. LB 
CHUCK ROAST
U. S. GRADED GOOD OR CHOICE
'MOWN MAIN
41c
LB. 59C
SLICED BACON
vutiA SAUSAGE
,
NECK BONES
BOILING
SPARE RIBS
LEAN AND MEATY 1
Kroger Oven-Ready Turkeys are completely cleane
-100% dressed. The head, feet, and Insides arek
removed before the turkey is weighed and3
priced-you get more meat, less waste. Gib. Z",
lets are cleaned, wrapped, and placed
the carcass. The turkey is ready toot
roast. There's no fuss, no muss--
just staff and bake. Enjoy Oleg
tenderest, juiciest, easiest-to-04
turkey you ever had
ORDER YOURS TODAYI0
Christmas Trees
1-LB. PKG. 59C
2 LBS. 69C
LB. 25(
LB. 49C
to 3 lbs. Average
TURKEY
"GARFIELD ACE" SUITS
Iti.gular,, shorts, longs and stouts
$49.75
DOBBS HATS
$8.50 and $10
BRIAR
-KNIT TOPCOATS
Grays and lin.wns
$39.50
GABARDINE, BEDFORD-
COVERT & TWEED
SLACKS
$9.75 to $12.95
‘e"4 Nevr9 ekalitsta4---Sko eat% 1€4./
Greens . . . 89c
Silver . . . 99c
Natural Washington Fir
79c and uP
HOLLY WREATHS EA. 59(
NATI;RAI. HOLLY-PAINTED GREEN
3 BUNDLES BRIGHT RED BERRIES.
COCOANUTS 2 19C GRAPES
FRESH LARGE FULL-OF-MILK
OR ANGES MESH BAG20 LB
FLORIDA'S FINEST JUICY
TO STAY FRESH.'
FANCY CALIF. EMPEL,
89C POTATOES
2 L" 25(
50-Lb.
MESH BAG
SEI,ECTED WASHED REDS
1.89
FRUIT
BASKETS ,
An attractive useful
basket - packed brim-
ming full of the finest
fruits - value priced.
An excellent gift for
anyone. Place your
order with your
Kroger Store NOW.
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violent than the others that it
was called the "hard shocks."
The earth wat transformed into
total darkness and the chickens
went back to roost, apd the cows
-mooed and the horses pitifully
neighed. At first the Mississippi
river seemed to recede from its
banks, and its waters gathering
up like a mountain leaving for a
short period of time many boats,
which were- passing down the
river, on the bottom of the riv-
er, during the safety. The riv
er rose ten to fifteen feet per-
pendicularly, expanding as it
were at the stune time, the banks
were over-flowed by tha retro-
grade current. The river falling
immediately receded within its
-banks-agairt wIth—sOO vuilence
that it took with it whole groves
of young cottonwood trees and
much cattle and stock.
A great many fish were 4eft V
on the tanks, being unable to
keep up with the wafer, and an
old cannon, antique in construc-
tion was washed aAlore. The riv-
er was a mass of floating wrecks
of boats, and 'tis said that one
was wrecked in which there was
a lady and six children, all of
whom were drowned.
In the last hard shock de-
, scribed the earth was horribly
I lacerated; the surface from time
to time covered over of uneven
' depths, by the sand which issued
from the fissures which were
made in great number -all over
the country, some of which clos-
ed up immediately after they had
vomited forth their sand and
water. In many places, however,
thi:re was substance resembling
coal thrown up with the sand.
It 'is impossible to say what the
d,epths of the fissures or irregu-
lar breaks were. The site of New
Madrid, Mo., was settled down
at least fifteen feet and not more
than half mile below that town I a
there does not appear to be an V
alteration of the river, but back
from the river a small distance ,g1
the numerous large ponds or .3
lakes, which covered a large It
part of the country were totally '
dried utr. The beds of some of 1
the.m rose apove their former 1
banks several feet. 'I VThe most remarkable feature ki
of all the entire disturbance,
which Was not generally known ;
for Juane znonths stterwards, was
the, discovery of a huge lake on v
the Tennessee side of the Miss-
issippi, upward of a hundred
miles long and from noe-half to
eight miles in width. The lake
was called Reelfoot Lake. Ttiere
are places' in it, the bottom of
which has never been found
(though many efforts have been
niade to ascertain the depths of
these places).
The lake has conununication
with the Mississippi river at both , V
ends and it is conjectured that I V
it will not be many years before
the principal part; if not the
whole of the Missistippi will pass
that way. In the past year or so
an herb, resembling moss, has
literally covered the surface of
the lake, and during winter
months wild fowl, such as ducks,
geese, cranes, etc. winter on the
lake, and eat the moss as food.
Deer and other animals seem to
enjOy it.
*Tis said that where the lake
was formed was a vast area of
fine timber lands and in places
only the tops of the trees can
be seen. The lake runs north and
south and each end has a neck
shape, widening out about the ).
center, or nearer the-northern ;
tern:lints than the center. The i
water in it does not seem to rise w
or lower lo any marked degreen, v
V
and the lake is destined to be-
come the great hunting and fish-
ing resort of the west. It is said
that where this lake was formed
was formerly the Indians hunt-
ing grounds. and also where they
held their war dances, but since
the terrible visitation of the
earthquake, it is a rat thing that
'one ventures in that vicinity. By
stelae method known only to
themselves they marked a warn-
ing on the trees for other Indians
PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS
1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect;
2-Indhidually registered
in the owner's name;
3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.
51.• therm you I
AUTHORIZED
JEWELER'S
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:
WARREN"S
JEWELRY STORE
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THE NEWS
letter Reveals Forming of
Reelfoot lake In 1826
Through the kindness of
Coroner D. It Hale, who furn-
ished us with an editorial of
The McKenzie, Tenn., Banner,
publilied in Feburary 1920,
e'e bring our readers the fol-
lowing graphic story of the
forming of Reelfoot Lake, as
it was described by an eye
witness.
There was recently found in a
long—f-agotten drawer in We_st-
Tennessee a letter telling of the
formation of Reelfoot Lake,
which extends into Kentucky
sixty-five miles below Paducah
and which is one of the greatest
natural phenomenas in Ameri-
ea. What lends particular interest
tri the letter is the fact that it
v.-as written a few years after
Reelfoot Lake was formed and
it details some, interesting facts.
The writer was E. Bryan, of
'Madrid, Mo. The letter bore the
eate of 1826, eleven years after
the lake was formed. He said:
Dear Brother: I have just re-
- ed your kind letter, written
:•:e three or four weeks ago,
1,questing me to give you a de-
!" ription of the humble visita-
t,on of Providence. and the sink-
ing of Reelfoot Lake in this sec-
ten.
The morning of December 15.
:811, was cloudy and a dense fog
rrevailed. and toward nightfall
the heavens showed signs of dis-
tress. On the following morning,
the 15th, about 3 o'clock, we felt
the shock of an eartliquake, ac-
cumpanied by a rumbling noise,
resembling the distant firing of
a cannon, which was followed in
a few minutes _by the complete
saturation of the atmosphere
with sulphurious vapor. The
moon was shining brightly, but
the sulphurious vapor caused the
earth to be wrapped in adsolute
darkness. The wailing inhabit-
ants, the stampede of the fowls
and beast's, the noise-of the fall-
ing timber, the roaring- of—the
Mississippi, the current of whiCh
was retrograde for few minutes,
formed a scene too spelling to
conceive of. Then until daybreak
a number of lighter shocks oc-
curred, one of 'which was more
violent and severe than the first
one and the terror which pre-
vailed after the first shock was
now even worse than before. The
people fled hither and yon, sup-
posing there wasless danger at
a distance from the river, which
was boilint, foaruing and roar-
ing terrifically. Men, women and
children gave up in despire,
some praying and others fainting,
so great was their fear.
, There were light shocks each
day which time the crew escaped
to land until January 23, 1812,
when one as hard as the first
occurred followed by the same
phenomena. From this time un-
til February 4, the earth was in
continual agitation, visibly wav-
ing as a gentle sea. That day a
shock almost as severe as* the
others occurred, and on the 8th,
about sunrise a concussion took
place. which was so, much more
•
LEFT TO RIGHT
'OCUteet chtlitett
`0011114 and Vitra,
There are no sleigh bells on thetn, and the engineers
aren't dressed in Santa Claus rcd. But locomotives
are more important at Christmas time than reindeer
prancing across the housetops. Take No. 2530, which
is hauling a long coal train. Without that coal to keep
industry humming, there would be few toys or any-
thing else. Equally important are the other raw ma-
_
terials and finished pmducts that the Illinois Central
handles. Every locomotive on the railroad makes its
contribution to somebody's Christmas.
THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL AND YOUR COMMUNITY
At Christmas time we are particularly
aware of our close relationship with your
community. Illinois Central people live
among you. The railroad owns its home,
pays its taxes, lends a neighborljt hand
in community growth, just as you do.
Because we aim to be good neighbors and
good citizens, we are determined to earn
the continued right to your patronage
and friendship.
ILLINOIS
CSNTRAL
RAILROAD 
W. A. jonsisroN
President
MAIN LINE OF MID-4MiltICA
224 Lake St.
.41=1120Mi
S EGON I)
S ECTION
Number Fifty-One
to keep away.
Most of those who fled the vi-
cinity have returned, but always
become greatly elan:fled at the
slighest trembling of the earth.
We have, since their commence-
ment in 1811 occasionally felt
light shocks. Hardly a week pass-
es but we feel one. There were
two the past winter, much more
severe than we have felt them
for several years. Since then,
however, they are much lighter
than ever, and as months a/nd
years pass the inhabitants are bea
coming more and more reconcil-
ed to their supndings.
One circums nce worthy of
mention is: This section was once
subject to severe ttiunder, but
for a long time previous to the
first shocks there was no thunder
at all and very little since.
I have now compiled with
your request for a description of
the earthquake--imperfect, it is
true, but just as it occurred to
the best of my meniory. U you.
will come out here, you and my-
self will make a two or three
days' tour of inspection of the
dand most affected by the earth-
quake and especially the lake I
have described in the foregoing.
Doubtless it has not a parallel
in history.
Santa arrives at 2:30 Saturday
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LITTLE CLOTHINGCOMPANY
at 414 LAKE STREET . . . Has
a man could ask for!
. .. and DOES ask for, if you please! Ties, shirts; sweaters;
pajamas may not seem original—but they're just what he
wants! Your gift is sure to make a hit if you chOose from
these nationally-advertised solid standb-ys at LITTLE'S!
GIFT TIES
Nationally dvertisedA
WEMBLEY, , ..TANY,
ARROVV' an 150AL-
AIRE in the searn's
imart stripes, figures and
colors. All resilient con-
itruction; wrinkle-resist-
ant.
$1 to $2.50
#11-'
Give Him A
Corduroy Jacket
wine, Green or Brown.
Full Rayon matched lining,
vent back, leather buttons.
$16.95 and $18.50
Other Jackets in gabardine
and leather from .. .
517.50 to $31.50
4 WARM SWEATERS
V
V
V
V
V
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V
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CATALINA and COOPERS
100 percent all wool V-neck,
crew-neck, sleeveless, long
sleeve, pullover and coat
styles.
$4 to $9.50
GIVE HIM A NEW
HYDE PARK
01:
CURLEE SUIT
Single and double-breasted styles
in solid, stripe and plaid pat-
terns. Smart drape, tailored to
fit and to please.
$35 mut up
GIFT OVERCOATS
Surprise HIM on Christmas
with an extra-warm all-wool
top coat.
$27.50 and up
FAMOUS ACCESSORIES
:Nationally-Advertised
Accessories
Pioneer Belts and LtPares
$1.50 up
Cooper underwear and jockey shorts
SWANK jewelry
Sportsmen men's toiletries
GIFT SHIRTS
White Shirts also stripes and
fancy patterns in brands you
know and can depend on .. .
Arrow, Enro, Towne and
Tro-Val.
$2.50 up
.3:1ART GLOVES
Cape skins, Pix-tex, Pig
Skin, lined and unlined.
$2.50 to $6.50
GIVE PAJAMAS!
Enro and Truvals
$3.50 to $6.00
GIFT ROBES
Flannells, Rayon,
Suede
Made by Botany and
Courtleigh
HOUSE SLIPPERS
Opera style, leather lined,
hand lasted, leather soles.
STZES 8-12
$5.00
MUFFLERS
A v.-arm WOOL or SILK
MUFFLER is a sure-fire hit
$1.50 and up
GIFT HOSE
Nationally-advert ised INTER-
V;OVEN, JERKS. and COOP-
ERS SOX, shorts or regular
lengths; ribbed, plain, plaid
and. athers.
55c to 75c pair .
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"Who Shot John?"
This railroad crossing near the Browder Milling Com-
pany is rapidly developing into a first class "who shot John"
fiasco of the greatest magnitude. Recently when a colored
man lost his life there the railroad company is said to
have remarked: "v,•hen is the highw‘ department going
to do something about that crossing." In talking with an
attache of the local railrOad recently, we were told that they
knew nothing of the highway department's responsibility
for erecting gates 'and or warning signs at the intersec-
tion.
Tragedy is never so real of course, until it strikes
very close to home, and we'd like to say here-and-now that
we came so close to being a headline the bther afternoon
that just the thought frightens us.
We were returning home about dusk from a trip to
the Tennessee side to take the maid home. With our own
youngster in the car, as well as two of his little play-
mates, we thought we were being extra cautious in look-
ing to the right and the left and then forward. Besides
that there were cars immediately in front of us so we
thought we were fairly safe.
But lo and behold, just as kve got right in the mid-
dle of the crossing a look to the right revealed the engine
switching the northbound CITY OF NEW ORLEANS.
- We speeded up a course, and narrowly escaped a tragic
accident. Our first impulse was of relief, then of fright,
then of violent uncontrollable anger that such a hazard
should be tolerated in a community of intelligent, law-abid-
ing citizens.
When we think how close we came to sudden death
that afternoon, we keep thinking how many times a day
and night that must happen to other citizens, who must
necessarily make that crossing. And then we think . . .
'Where does the fault lie? Is it you Garrett Withers?
Is it you Wayne Johnson?
Wherever the fault lies we are serving fair warning
that, the next time a life is lost at that crossing because of
the lack of warning signs this newspaper is going to stake
its every ability to bringing shame on the guilty parties.
This is not a threat but a fair warning 24 . and its
a darned sight more than we poor mortals get when cross-
ing the railroad near the Browder Milling Co.
The Good Sam
At Christmastime the parable of the Good Samaritan
illustrates three qualities of charity that deserve more than
passing attention.
First, the good Samaritan kney; how to forget. Some
people never forget past injuries, old quarrels and ancient
sources of mistrust. They seem to live in their hatreds.
Jews and Samaritans had long been estranged by racial and
religious differences. The former regarded the latter as
scarcely better than unbelievers. And the Samaritan regad-
ed the Jews as over-credulous and superstitious. There
was little love lost between them. They hardly ever spoke
to one another. In Christ's parable, however, the Samaritan
was prepared to waive, for the moment, all real or fancied
motives for discord and focused his attention on a .man in
dire need.
Secondly, he did something about that need. 'He, too,
might have shrugged his shoulders and passed by. He might'
have wasted time debating the question of personal respon-
sibility. He could have wrung his hands ineffectually, or
weighed the cost of involvement in the problem of another.
But his kindness was instinctive and positive. He sur-
veyed the situation, interrupted his journey, rolled up his
sleeves and wen: to work. Fortunately for the Jew in his
moment of trial, he was met by a .man who exerted him-
self to do what he could.
Thirdly-, he did all that he could. Some people have a
gift for getting by with .as little effort as possible. They cal-
culate nicely the minirnum performance which will clear
them of the charge of cold indifference, yet one which will
not demand unnecessary cost or exertion. Not so the Sa-
maritan. He gives of his time and sympathy, he lent as-
sistance with his own hands, he employs his own beast and
spends his own money. And when he must depart, he puts
the Jew in good hands, engages to pay any added expenses,
and promises to return. He goes far beyond what might
have been expected of him.
It is a large part of chairty to know how to forget, to
do what one can. and to do all one can when a neighbor
is in need.
Mme. Chiang
Don't fool yourself about Madame Chiang getting the
cold shoulder in Washington. This lady is a graduate of
one of America's greatest educational institutions. Our Na-
tional Government has too many irons in the fire to specu-
late on remedying the conditions in China
-and nobody
knows that better than Madame Chiang. Already she has
laid the story of her people before Secretary of State
Marshall, in whose home she has been a guest. The wel-
come On the door mat cheers her every time She calls on
on the President of the United States.
Nobody denies the fact that she is the leading champion
in China in her efforts to drive the Commudists out of her
beloved land. So just be patient and whatch her GROW.
Of course everybody parrots: "She is awfully rich." Is that
a handicap? But don't overlook the fact that she is very
brilliant
--one of the best politicians in skirts anywhere in
'the World.
IONS MIA AN&I‘s
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
1STRICTLY BUSINESS by McFeaffers
"Oh, THERE'S my chewing gum!"
Fla unxnu:1_
Convention Preview
A course foi LT. S. farm policy
in the coming year will be
,:harted next week at Atlantic
City, where six to eight thous-
and farmers will assemble for
AFBF's thirtieth annual .iainven-
tion.
Foreign affairs, labor legisla-
tion, price supports and other
vital issues will besonaidered by
'the delegates froin December 13-
17. Decisions made by the world's
largest farm crganization will
!-elp to influence action taken by
ie new Congress on these is-.
s _,es.
Due partly to recent controver-
sy over price supports and in-
flation, public interest in this
year's convention is extremely
high. Most leading newspapers
and magazines will be represent-
ed at the meeting.
Here are some major topics on
the agenda:
1. Foreign Affairs. Develop-
ment of a sound international
trade program, as the key to
, world peace and recovery, will
be studied. Delegates will consid-
• er the proposed International
1Trade Organization and Recip-
Irocal Trade policy.
! Last December, AFBF support-
' ed these policies, together with
United Nations and International
Fund and Bank. Organization
favored ERP and gradual lower-
ing of tariffs, import quotas and
other trade barriers.
2. Labor Legislation. Taft-
Hartley Bill will be reviewed.
1Congress will - reportedly at-
THE WASHINGTON NEWS
BE
AORICVITUAAL NOY/ snyics
tp.c-.pt to drastically revise tnis
law. It was supported by AFBF
last December. as an effort to
strke a balance between power
of labor and industry.
3. Price Supports. Convention
delegates will discuss mandatory
variable price support and mod-
ernized parity provisions of the
long-range price law. due to be-
come effective January 1. 1950.
AFBF delegates strongly sup-
ported these principles last De-
;,ember, and fought to secure
passage of this legislation pro-
viding farmers with a permanent
price support program.
Stand on this issue will be
particularly significant, in view
of present indications that a
drive will be made in the new
Congress to obtain permanent
supports on basic farm com-
modities at . a rigid 90 percent
level with the sort of extensive
government controls which
would necessarily accompany
such a program.
4. Inflation Control. AFBF
seeks-long term stabilization of
ihe general price level, to a-
vert bOom-and-bust. One step to-
ward this objective. AFBF be-
lieves, would be creation of Na-
tional Monetary Commission, to
recommend needed changes in
fiscal and monetary policy. Dur-
ing the war, the organization
supported price control. Howev-
er, it opposed. any attempt at re-
newal. after the war.
Some other issues to be con-
sidered: coordination of farm
agencies; rural housing; federal
Where There's Coca-Cola
There's Hospitality
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA.COLA COMPANY SY
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., OM
0 1941, The Cota-Cola Cn-
aid to education, and farm cred-
it.
Security For Farmers
Old and survivors' in-
surance for farmers will be
sought by Federal Security Ad-
ministration officials when Con-
gres- reconvenes in January.
Officials will urge use of a
stamp-book sytstem which would
Obviate the need for recording-
keeping by farmers. Under-this
system, each employer would
buy social security stamps from
his local carrier, or collector of
internal revenue.
At every pay period, he would
past a stamp in each employee's
stamp book. deducting from the
worker's wages half of the cost
of the stamp (which would be
eqiial in value to the social se-
Friday, December 17, 194S
is recommended.
New Piiint Strains?
_Atomic energy may hold the
to development of new and
more efftcient stains of plants--
and perhaps even beef cattle--
David Lilienthal, Chairman of
the Atomic Energy Comniission,
revealed last week.
, "Next year a tr.st will begin aa
whether hereditt' can be modi-
fied by radiation, to speed up
production of new strains -that
yield more, or are resistant .ta
disease," he disclosed to the an
nual meeting of the Ohio Farm
Bureau.
I can easier teach twenty what
were good to be done, than be
and farm laborers. provided an one of the twenty to follow mine ,
administratively workable plan own teaching.-Shakespeare.
curity tax). Completed -book of
stamps would represent the em-
Ployee's working record.
This plan is nothing nevv; FSA
,fficials !nice been urging its a-
loption since 1940. However,
they feel that chances next ses-
sion-due to national concern
over mounting relief costs, tire
better than ever.
Total cost of relief next year-
most prosperous one in history-
is expected to be $2 billion. A-
bout 50 percent of participant,
are now living in rural areas.
Extension of social security to
agriculture would, it is argued,
considerably reduce relief costs.
" AFBF favors extension to em-
ployees of farm organizations
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Engagement and
Wedding Rings
t/i EW, AMAZINGLY simple.
amazingly practical, the exclusive
interlocking feature, which holds
your Priscilla Wedding Set firmly
on your finger. The little lock-pin
in the wedding band fits into a slot
in the engagement nng , easily
slips out when ring is gently
turn.d.
226 Church St. Fulton
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Tim NEXT THING TO STERLING
. . . NOW AVAILABLE IN
3 LOVELY OPEN STOCK PATTERNS
1/4210 for the first time in over six years ... Gorham Silterplate
in three lovely patterns is available in separate pieces, in dolenl and
in service sets for eight. Heavily plated, and with an inlay of starlit
silver at the point of greatest weer on the most used spoons and for
Gorham Silverplate is made for a lifetime of wear ...truly "the n•.
thing to sterling!" See these handsome palterns at our store nowl
SERVICE FOR EIGHT $65.00
(50 pieces), consisis of 16 teaspoons, 8
each knives, forks, individual salad forks
and cream soup spoons, and one each
butter knife and sugar s000n .
(With protective chest, from 84.50 addl.)
Teaspoons
Cream Soup Spoons
Iced Tea Spoons
Coffee Spoons
Dessert or Cereal Spoons
Dinner Forks
Luncheon Forks
Dinner Knives
Luncheon Knives
Salad Forks
Oyster Forks
Butter Spreaders
Butter Knife
Sugar Spoon
Tablespoon
WE ALSO CARRY
Each
$ .71
1.38
1.33
.67
1.38
1.42
1.42
2.25
2.25
.42
.17
.17
.00
.00
.50
HAM/LTON, ELGIN RELBROS, GRUEN and WYLER WATCHES
REMINGTON, SHICK and SUNBEAM ELECTRIC RAZORS
TOWI.E, INTERNATIONAL and GORHAM Sterling
GOTHIC rings and PRISCILLA wedding sets
ROCKE SHARPE and LOTUS glass
CAMBRIDGE cut glassware
Dcren
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16.00-
8.00
16.50
17.00
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Beware Coughs LINDA SAMS READS FAMOUS LETTER
From Common Colds AT JUNIOR MUSIC CLUB MEET DEC. 6
That HANG ON
Creomulsion relieves promptly because
it goes right to the seat of the trouble
to help loosen and expel germ laden
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
mucous membranes. Tell our druggist
to sell you a bottle of Creumulsion
with the understanding you must like
rhe way it quickly allays the cough
or vou are to have your money tack.
CREOMULSION
for Coughs,Chest Colds,BronchitiS
Pati.onize our Advertisers!
Reprinted here is the Christ-
mas letter read at the meeting of
the Junior Music Club on Mon-
day night. The letter was beau-
tifully read by Linda Sue Sams,
daughter of M.r and Mrs. Sams.
Somehow we feel that we
would not quite be doing our
-duty as -editors- --unless we -re-
printed, at Christmastime, that
almost immortal editorial that
, appeared in the New York Sim
I e.ver so many years ago. '
PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets Fulton, Kentucky
SA.FE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral,
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J.
Lady
WALTER VOELPEL
I.icensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
C. YATES
Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
The ` bctitorial was written in
answer to a Santa Claus letter
receiVed ' by the editor. So ,
widespread has become its pop-
ularity that editors have begun '
to consider it a duty to print the
editorial during the holiday sea- ;
son.
-- The letter and editorial follow:
"Dear Editor—I am 8 years old.
"Some of my little frieniLs sax
.there is no Santa Claus. .
"Papa says 'if you see it in the
Sun it's so.'
"Please tell me the truth, is
'here a Santa Claus?"
Virginia O'Hanlon.1
"115 West Ninety-fifth street."
Virginia, your little friends are
wrong. They have been affected
-by the skepticism of a skeptical-
age. They think that nothing can-
be which is not comprehensible
by their little minds. All minds,
Virginia, whether they be men's
or children, are little. In this
great universe of ours man is a
, mere insect, an ant, in his in-
tellect, as compared with the'
boundless world about him, as
measured by the intelligence
capable of grasping the whole
of truth and knowledge. !
Yes, Virginia, there is a Santa
Claus. lie exists as certainly as
love and generosity and devotion
if.xist, and you know that they
abound and give to 34.pur life its
highest beauty and joy. Alas!
how dreary Would be the world
if there were no Santa Claus! It
would be as dreary as if there
were no Virginias. There would
be no childlike faith then, no
1 poetry, no romance to make tol-erable this existence. We shouldhave no enjoyment, except insense and sight. The eternal light
with which childhood fills the
world would be extinguished.
Not belirve in- Stanta-Claus'
You might as well not believe in
fairies! Ye/6 might get your papa
Fnendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing
C I.et us clean your radiator with
our NEW, amazing process.
COLEMAN SERV. STA.
DukedoM highway Phone 68
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
DRIVE-IN CAFE
(Formerly C & E Sandwich Shop)
PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle By the Case
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods
Your Patronage Will Be Appreciated
HOURS: 7:30 A. M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street Phone 9194
IiimmmommomiumertsimmenumEgrom
.7-xr-tc-wc-w-ttrw,c-ttr-twctcfvc-wmcm-ttzttwc-wrgxztwvvc-tcvctzt,%
to hire men to watch all the
chimneys on Christmas Eve to
catch Santa Clause, but even if
-g-- V:hy did not see Santa Claus
E coming dovin, what would that
I
prove. blqbody sees Santa Claus,
but that is no sign that there is
no Santa Claus. The most real
thin-gs--hr the world-bre those
that neither children nor men
can see. Did you ever see fairies
dancing on the lawn? Of course
not, but that's po proof they are
not there. Nobody can conceive
or imagine all the wonders that
are unseen and unsteable in the
world.'
You tear apart the baby's rat-
tle and see what makes the noise
inside, but there is a veil cover-
& ing the unseen world which not
the strongest man nor even the
, united strength of all the strong-
! est men that ever lived, could
I tear apart. Only faith, fancy, poe-
try, love romance, can push a-
side that curtain and view and
picturel the supernural beauty —
glory beyond. Is it all real? Ah,
Virginia, in all this world there
iS nothing else real and abiding. IV
No Santa Claus! Thank God,
he lives, and he lives forever!
A thousand years from now, Vir-
ginia, nay ten times ten thous-
and years from now, he will con-
tinue to make glad the hearts of
childhood.
TEEN-AGE TATO'
by the
"Walkie-Talkie"
A. L. and A. A. M. are hitting
it off very nicely now.
The D. J. had with J. W did
not Worry H. I. a bit because the
Dame still rides high.
--T. ft: arid -TE
ti,rne but T.M. seems to be crazy
about J.F. Why the foolishness.
C.W. is still going with B.0
and they seem to like each oth-
er very much.
B.C. and J.G. occupy a table
together every day. They must
think a lot of each other as they !
race to the study hall each day
so they can sit at the same table.
B.H. is being seen theSe days
Does anyone know what girls
B.H. and D.C. are datitig? You
would really be surprised if you
knew. Wish I could tell you but
its a secret. - 
---
M.L.B. is still dating B.C. from
Union City (I mean from be-
tween here and Union City). YOU
know he drives` a yellow Dodge
convertible, and if You could
hear M.L.B. talk like I do, boy
oh boy, he must be some hand-
some person..
I heard her telling a certain
girl they were planning on mar-
rying in the very near future.
S.M. looks to the main en-
trance of her house each day to
see if the mailman has brought
her a letter from her man in De-
troit. Believe it or not there is
one girl -who can be true ag she
hasn't dated anyone since he left.
F H , poor little girl, she prays
every night before she goes to
bed asking that atertain couple
break up•-so she can get the man
bf,course.
C.S. had a date the other night
with I bet you could not guess
S.S. tried to kill herself to ,get
to the window to say hello to
B.M. the other day at noon.
I hear that W.L.S. likes J.R. or
R.C. which is it I wonder? -
FERTILIZATION PAYS
Keith Akin, 14-year-old 4-H
club member in Carlisle cotmty,
proved that fertilization of corn
pays. In the center of his fath-
er's-eorn field-; he-treated a three-
acre plot, using 200 pounds per
acre of commercial fertilizer.
Then the entire field was planted
and cultivated alike. At harvest
time, young Akin's ' fertilized
plot yielded 83.6 busheleof corn
to the acre, while the remainder
of the field producea only 54
bushels an acre
God blesses still the generous
thought, . . And still the fitting
word He speeds . .. And Truth,
at His requiring taught, . . He
quic.kens into deeds.—Whittier.
RAY'S Sandwich* Shop
DELICIOUS
Pit
Bar-B-Q
-
HAMBURGERS
Curb Service RAY HUNTER
Opp. O.K. Laundry Owner
Coney
Island
Hot Dogs
V
C
V
V
V
-
C
 
THE BESJ-GIFT
OF al:
JEWELRY
Use Our
Christmas
Pow
9:41e eatel./try 7441 ekriatota4
Whether it is a diamond, watch, ring or some other gift of
beauty and charm, you will find our store filled with gifts
that will bring happiness and appreciation to the receiver of
one these fine expressions of love.
DIAMONDS BIRTHSTONE RINGS
MEN'S WATCHES INITIAL RINGS
LADIES' WATCHES BRACELETS
DINNER RINGS CHARMS
ENGAGEMENT RINGS BILLFOLDS
VANITY SETS
NECKLACES
LOCKETS
WATCH CHAINS
TIE SETS
SILVERWARE by 1847 Rogers Bros; Holmes and Edwards; Community Plate. Wm. Rogers
and Son and Tudor Plate.
()tit- Prices Are liivait--Never Undersold
Warren's Jeweiry Store
224 Lake Street, Fulton Phone 98
KEEP SMILING
PHILLIPS'
CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
thls 'nodal .got-
ocquolntod" otter
—I month tot SI
(U.& funds)
I
2
m
—
-§ DR. F. D. PHILLIPS MICRO-DYNAMETER
Palmer Graduate
: Chiropractor
12--- 222 Lake St. Fulton, Ky. Phone 1525
Annammensimminuilimilialivermuniammimmummanimemionautimmosinum
X-RAY
the world's doily newspoper
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR. You' 'swill fi^-1 Yoafseff Oen Of
the bestisInformed persons in your community on world affairs when
you read this world-wode daily newspoper regularly. You will gain
fresh, new viewpoints, a fuller, richer understanding 01 today's vino
news—PLUS help from its exClusne features on homemaking, educa-tion, business, theater, musig. radio, WWI.  
Subscrlbro now to sm.= ••• ••• MD 011.. MED •=1.  411.1.
Th. CPI, SCWACO P Ubt 'Shin() /000PIV P114
Ono, Norway Street, Boston 15, Moss . U.S. A.
i Enclosed is $1, for whioh pusses send mit The Chnsnon
!Science Monitor for ono month.
Narne 
Street 
City 
 Zone itat• •
4
- NEW - USED 5
Furniture shopping for Christmas Gifts? I
VISIT DARNELL'S - TWO LOCATIONS
., 108 Paschall 423 E. State Luxe •-.
(Martin Highway) (Austin Bldg) U
-tC-WVV,CtC--'-VaC-P,C-WVM'- Wttqcg-WC-tt'-W,VC- V,Ctc--tVVV-T'Vt'-trz-ttttVCK
E ARE NY-W TO
erry Christ
fOR THE HOME
Christmas Lights
Pressure cookers and canners
Eureka vacuum cleaners
Washing machines
Baby washing machines
Electric heaters
Electric heating pads
Popcorn poppers
Refrigerators and Electric Stoves
Dormeyer electric mixers
Sandwich toasters Waffle irons
Home Freezers
"Steam-O-Matic" irons
Eureka cordless irons
Electric clocks for every room
Dopr chimes
FOR BOYS & GIRLS
"Dream World" dolls
Metal rocking chairs
Toy electric irons
Baseball gloves and mitts
Basketball shoes
Basketball and footballs
Cap pistols
Basketballs knee pads
Pocket knives
Mechanical trucks
Schwinn Bikes for boys and girls
FOR SPORTSMEN
Hunting coats and pants
Shell vests Decoys
Shotgun shells Shotguns
Casting rods and reels
Fly rods and reels
Fishing plugs and flies
Golf bags Golf balls Golf clubs
Tackle boxes Compasses
Hunting knives Gun cases
"Champion" outboard motors
Sportsmen's charcoal stoves
Duck calls Crow calls Hawk calls
1411—,
- •
CO11-'1 RADIOS
Stewart Warner Consoles, FM and AM
with record players
General Electric Radios and record players
Kitchen radios, with and without clocks
"Smokeretts" radios for den or office
Record players
Fada gift radios in ved, white, green and
mahogany
Motorola Radios and Record Players
COMPLETE LINE OF ALL RADIO PARTS
AND REPAIRS.
CITY0ELECTRIC & TIRE COMPANY
PHONE 401
24N2ilalri=atkilaarMaiMMIZMIalelatiZilailaili-Daaa4Mi Itililaaratklat)013
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STATE PLANS BREAM, BASS DISTRIBUTION U. K.Sociologist 
ly • so that the pond may be in-
spected to determine if it is suit-
able for stocking. Ponds stocked
FOR 1949. APPLICATIONS SOUGHT NOW To Advise Cities
with fingerling bream during
1949' y have bass taided the
The Division of Game and
Fish haVannovneed a coopera-
titte 'Agreement with 0.the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service wherec-
-by that agency will furnish all
fingerling bream for pond and
lake stocking in Kentucky. The
Division will furnish. from its
hatcheries, all bass far stocking
these ponds -and lakes except in
-an area of 10 to 15 counties in
-which bass from the U.S. Fishing
Station at Louisville will be. used
The Division points out that no
matter which agency the farmer
Veterinary Service
Day or Night
Phone 807-R
Or Call 70
Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.
makes application with—the
county agent, Soil Conservation
SerVice, Fish and‘Wildlife Serv-
ice in Washington or the Division
itself—the Fisheries Depart-
ment of the Division will trans-
port the fish to a distribution
point and determine that they
are properly planted and cared
for.
The Division declares that a
ratio of 30 adult bream or 500
fingerling bream per acre will
be used in the stocking process.
In pointing out the use ot_ 30
adult bream the Division dec/lar-
ed that those 30 will spawn the
first year when the water reach-
es a temperature of 55 degrees
•and that from each pair will be
hatched as .many as 15,000 young
Bream, it w'as emphasized, will
most often spawn more than
since each glimmer. 011 the oth-
er hand, the Division- claimed.
the 500 fingerlings will not
spawn until the. following aum-
mer The use of more than 30
adult bream, it has been found.
often, will cause a pond to be-
ELECTED!
by an overwhelming majority
of fine shoe buyers...
Men who want double their
money's worth of wear in the
shoes they buy, have again cast
a landslide vote for Florsheim
Quality . the nation's
standard-bearer.
BERT'S SHOE STORE
209 Alain St.
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JOHN H. GIVEN
Communities throughout Ken-
tUcky soon will benefit from a pro-
gram of research and education tc
be conducted by a new University
of Kentucky Bureau of Community
Service under the neld direction ol
John Ir. Given. The U. K. sociolo-
gist will visit local communities tc
advise on problems of community
betterment arid provide technical
aid to official and private agencies
The bureau on the University cam-
pus will serve as a clearing housc
for information pertaining to com•
munity development and the ex•
periences of other communities.
corne overstocked in a short
; time.
Fingerling bream will be
planted in the ponds in August.
September, and October and the
, bass will be added in the follow-
in spring, the Division declar-
ed in pointing out the procedure,
whereby if adult bream are used
the bass will be overstocked im--
mediately.
In order to give more attention
to the stocked ponds, to see-that
--rtiaey are being properly cared
for, the Division in the future
, will require that the farmer to
receive fish must meet the Di-
v:sion truck at the county court-
house and transoort his quota to
his pond. In this way stocking
may be accomplished more
quickly and the crew members
will have more time to inspect
and supervise the ponds after
the fish have been added.
For the past two weeks the
Division trucks have been de-
livering the 250,000 bream which
were received in November
from the U.S. Hatcheries. Dur-
ingthe next two weeks the re-
maining 267 applications on hand
not stocked with bream but
which have been stocked with
bass will receive adult bream.
Applications for the 1949
stocking program are now be-
ing sought and farmers who wish
to avail themselves of this serv-
ice are asked to contact their
Conservation Officer immediate-
•
•
o In four Kentucky communities, citizens this year
have decided to throw out the bootleggers, gunmen
and grafters.
These elections have been victories for moderation
and temperanc,e.
Kentucky's legal alcoholic beverage industry has
been fighting the war against bootleggers for many
years. The Industry is glad to welcome Perry County
and the cities of Richmond,' Shelbyville and Cat-
lettsburg into the ranks of law and order.
KENTUCKY BREWERS, DISTILLERS & DISTRIBUTORS
One of Kentucky's Valuable and Historical Industries
AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Frields, Cor.
:qrs. Buton I.a.;siter is recov-
ering, from sonie complications
Friday, December 17, 1949 Fri(
CO W3S putipon the market this
past week and fancy prices were
received for the week. Although
acreage was cut on farms here,
the price remains at an all time
foliowIn s.7ring. that kept her in bed several days high level.
The Division stated that th's nast week.
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Byars movedstocking ,with both adult and Ei-nest Byars has returned to
fingerling bream and bass give his home in Detroit after at- the past week to the Dan Gaul...)
exCellenrfesults when the Pond tending the funeral and burial of den place 1.4ere they will re-
is properly cared for. The Divis- his sister, Mrs. Nettie Winstead ; • ,sine as co-workers of Claudion points out, however, where at Good Springs C. P. Church a I Nelson.30 adult bream and 100 bass fry week ago.
are used the pond tends to be- , Flavil Johnson and Harold
come overpopulated v,•ith bass Tucker left the past Tuesday for
and therefore in the future 75 Detroit where they are seeking
bass fry will be used per acre in employment.
these cases. Those ponds stocked Baby Gloria Ann, do,yghter 9f
with 100 bass fry and 30 adult Mr: and Mrs. J. W. Bynhm, is a
bream are now providing excel- ; victim of a 'cold and is under
lent fishing. The Division is ur- medical care.
ging however, that such ponds
be fished hard in order to re-
move surplus bass and thus of-
fer more bream fishing.
Further. the Division explain-
ed. the only adult bream to be
used next year will be those tak-
en from ponds which are over-
stocked and are being renovated.
Adt.lt bream taken from these
ponds veill--be-pisteed--in--poritts- in
the immediate area. it was ex-
plained. •
Mrs. Clifton Cherry remains
about the same and receives ev-
ery care administered by her sis-
ter. Mrs. Raymond Cherry.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Mc-
Clain lost their home by fire
this past Saturday with all the
household furnishings.
Little Karen Gayle Frields is
now dong nicely after an in-
feetion-in-her-eight tsye She- has
i:cen under treatmenl of 'Dr.
Trinca.
Leslie B.. baby son of Mr. aml
Jesus' teaching and prattice ` Irs. Futon Lassiter., fell victim
Truth involved such a sacrifice to intestional flu and is now in -
as makes us admit its Principle I dIsposed.
to be Love.—Mary Baker Eddy. I Quite a lot of air-cured toba.
W. W. Jones & SonE
Funeral Home
129 University Phone 390
MARTIN, TENN
A Distinctive Service Well
Within Your Means
_ _
IRAD BUSHART
Lawyer,
Tax Consultant
Real Estate
Cohn Building Phone 1555
Fulton, Kentucky
FAIR•PRICED
GUARANTEED...
Fulton Paint
and Glass Co.
210 !lurch Phone 909
ei4ft CROWNED 11114 NINC OF PoltUES
Keeping the cost of electricity clown to pre-
war prices isn't easy these days. It requires
the unstinting efforts of every one of our
empJoyees. Lineman and bookkeeper, fore-
maii and manager, cashier and engineer —
each is aware that it's his job to help.
Our customers have shown their- apprecia-
tion by constantly increasing their use of
electric service. This use has more than
doubled in the last decade, while rates have
come down and down until today
the average home user is getting
twice as much electricity for his
dollar as he got just 10 or 12
years ago.
It's one thing for us to know we're
doing our best. It's far better,
faere he pes
,,
4,,,,.
Propriss folio&
"0111111100•10001/160101010111110•11110
though. to discoNer vott are voicing your
awareness of our efforts.
Hundreds of people in a recent consumer
research survey* said they considered elec-
tricity the best value for the money at today's
prices. Fifty-five per cent of those polled
- ,
chose electricity as today's most,zeasonably
priced item.
You can depend on us to do eve-rything pos-
sible to continue to justify your approval.
*Conducted Ay the Ps,cholilical Coroorition tor the 
.11,,tual Isle Insurons• o?..tru le • k.
Important Purchases the General Public Considers ReasonabIy Priced
03. Fresyone is talking about Ilse higt cost of living these days. Which sof th• thingslimed tele,* do you consider most reasonably priced?
. .....
ANSWERS SITOWN 1ST INCOME GROUPS
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Getting ready for the
holidays . . . sure you
are! NOW ... TODAY
is the time to get your
radio in trouble-free
shape for those pleas-
ant programs • on the
way. Call us or bring
it in.
Prc.mpt attention!
PHONE 4-0-1
CITY
Electric Co.
205 Commercial Ave.
BAPTISTS ALLOT
MONEY FOR 1949
MISSIONARY WORK
The Baptist State Board of
Ifissions in its annual meetifiglast week at Walnut Street Bap-
tist Church, Louisville, approp-
riated almost tvtlo million dollarsfor missions and benevolent
work for 1949. Rey. G. R. Aber.
nathy, Hickman, and Rev. Galen.
Hargrove, Milburn, ere members
of the Baptist State Board of
Missions. ° '
Dr. H. Leo' Eddleman, pastor
of Parkland Baptist • Church,
Louisville, was re-elected Chair-
man of the Board; Dr. E. N Wil-
kinson, pastor of Immanuel Bap-
tist Church,• Lexington, Vice-
Chairman;...the Reverend George
Riggs. pastor of Victery Memor-
ial Baptist Church, Louisville,
Secretary; and Dr. Verlin kru-
' schwitz, pastor of St. Matthews
BatStiSt'L'hurch Assistant Secre-
tary.
The State Board of Missions is
composed of members from 79
District Associations which are
elected by the churches to rep-
resent them and their milision
You ccm't realize how much easier
it is to sit down cmd do a week's
batch of ironing on one of the new
Speed Queen boners until tat
actually iL Then you'll put
your ironing board in the same
classification as the washboard!
Stop in cmd take a look cd the
Lew SP0ed Queen models.
WASHERS AND
ISOMERS
WILLIAMS HARDWARE CO
4th Street FULTON, KY.
•
Automatic Handling of Feed No - 165,000 IN PRIZES
Different on Big, Small Farms FOR FISAER MODELS
By IRA MILLER
Farm Electrification Bureau
Big operators often can afford to do
things which are beyond the reach of
small farmers. However, when it
comes to the automatic handling and
processing of grain, both can enjoy
similar benefits. For arrangements to
do this work on farms are made in
accordance with individual require-
ments.
An example of a typical feed han-
idling setup for a small farm shown
In the accompanying illustrations. The
top picture presents a view of two
"hopper-shaped" bins which are lo-
cated in the mow of a small dairy ,
farm. The picture to the right shows;
the small mill, with the ground feed
box directly below it. A simple, direc-
tional valve in the grinder's otitlet
pipe can be adjusted to permit ground
grain to drop WO, either cOmpart-
ment in the box.
In operation, here's how this par-
ticularly handling arrangement works. I
Whole grain is moved into the over-
head bins with a pcirtable inclined
plane elevator, operated by a %
horsepower motor. A hopper at the 1,
ground end of the elevator enables
the grain to be scooped easily and
accurately from the wagon to the
conveyor. In grindine his feed, the
farmer starts the electric motor and
onens the grain chute with the levers,
shown to the left of the mill. Each
interegts. Dr. W. C. Boone is
General Secretary with offices at
127 East Broadway Louisville.
It was reported in this meet-
ing that the largest gifts which
amounted to almost two million
dollars were received from the
more than 22000 Etaptist churches
in the state. Also die largest
number of baptisms Tore than
23000 were reported.
The Board set April- 10 when
each church will be asked to
take a special offering for the
three Baptist Hospitals — Ken-
tucky Baptist Hospital in Louis-
ville Central Baptist Hospital, in
I • xington and West Kentucky
Memorial Hospital in Bowling
Green—and the seveS 'Baptist
s•-•1•ools Georgetown College
Georgetown, Campbellsville Col-
lege, CampbellsVille; Cumber-
land College. Williamsburg; Be-
thel Woman's College, Hopkins-
ville; Clear Creek Mountain
Prearhers Bible School, Pineville
Magof fin Institute, Sky; and
eneida Institute, Oneida.
The money appropriated by
the Board goes to support almost
100 missionaries in the state, the
Eartist s hospldal, chil-
dren's homes and work in the
South and in foreign countries.
' CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
"Is the Universe, Including
Man, evolved by Atomic Force?"
is the subject of the Lesson-Ser--
mon which will be read in all
Christian Science churches
throughout the world on Sunday,
December 19, 1948.
The Golden Text is: "The Lord
hath prepared his throne in the
heavens; ancbhis kingdom ruleth
over all." (Ps. 103-19).
Among tjte citations which
romprise the. Lesson-Sermon is
the following from the Bible: "In
the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the
Word was God . All things
were made by hint.; and without
him was not anything made that
vas made." (John 1:1,3).
All are welcome to our serv-
ices.
• •
r '
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NATIONAL WILMS PTATINKTS COMM*
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A Good Companion!
YORK,
For holiday entertaining, when good
companionship is the order of the
day, make sure you bring home plen-
ty of smooth, compcmionable Bond &
Lillard—made in Kenhicky at 93 proof.
"Uniformly Fine
Since 1869"
090
4.110
93
4.T. • 1111111ICAT ITAISIET - RENO AS•L Skala NEUTRAL SPRITS
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lever is connected to one of the two
bins. Grain flows into the mill by
gravity through a central chute. Aft
these simple operations are out et
the way, the farmer begins his chores
and forgets about grinding feed.
There's no trick to it. He merely sets
a time switch to turn off the mill
after it has grGund the day's require-
ments.
Most mills for average size farms
are operated by motors of 1, 2 or 3
horsepower. •Even a 1 horsepower
mill can grind encugh feed to supply
a herd of SO ccr.vs. Generally, small
mills can grind 100 pour's of graill
electricity.
at a cost of 1 to 3 cents worth of
ROCX SPRINGS
Mrs. Nettie Lee Coplen, Cor.
Mr.-and Mrs. Bill Haynes ancl
children and Mrs. Vera Byrd
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Pressie Moore and fami.
ly. 1
Mrs. Retie Huilson of Union 1
City visited her parents, Mr wad
Mrs. R. A. Howell last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnis Patrick
visited Marshal and Johnie
Moore Sunday.
Sunday .visitors of Mr. And
Mrs. Elmoore Copelen and fami-
ly were IVIr. and Mrs.•Bill Green
and son, Mrs. Fully and Mrs.
Herschel Elliott and Beverly
Ann.
Mrs. Wilber spent Tuesday af-
ternoon with Mrs. Ella Veatch. !
Mrs._ Ted Purcell vrai operated
on Wednesday at Haws Hos-
pital. She is getting along nice-'
ly.
Mrs John McClanahan visited
Mrs. Arnie Brown Thursday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
and family spent awhile Wednes-
day nighr with Mr: and Mrs.
LeaMosa.Elliott.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillion and
family visited with Johnie and
Nlarshal Moore Friday night.
TABLE RADIO-PHONO
The 1949 model ear competi-
ti .n of the Fisher Body Crafts-
sn'an's Guild is offering $85,000 in
:ash awards and university
..rholarships t oboys throughout
the nation who can design the
hest model automobiles, it was
,nnunced today by T. P. Archer,
vice president of General Motors
and Gitild president.
A new booklet on model car
design and construction, the only
textbook of its kind fr youths
wishing to learn about automo-
tile design, will be sent to each
t.oy enraing in the Guild, Ar-
cher said. It was prepared by
7rofessional designers from the
General Motors Styling Section,
F.sher Body Division engineers
and the Technical Staff of the
Craftsman's Guild.
The new design manual shows
how to sketch a .model car, in-
-hiding some of the practical lim-
4-tions that face the profession-
„is. It also illustrates, step. by _
step, how to build the model
either by casting it in plaster of
Paris or by carving it from a
wood block.
The awards for the best mod-
els entered in the Guild com-
petition again* inclue eight uni-
versity scholarships for the na
tional winners of the Junior (12
through 15 yeart old) and 'Sen-
ior (16 through 19) Divisions of
the competition. In each age
WATCH
REPAIRING
EFFICIENT
PRoMPT and
COURTEOUS SERVICR
R. M. KIRKLAND
JEWELER
'WAIN ST. FULTON, KY.
,n,in the awards will be: 1st—$4,000 scholarship; 2nd—$3,000
,rd—$2,000; 4th—$1,000.
There will be 14 awards in
".ach state and the District of
':oluml)ia, seven. in each age di-
vision as folldws; 1st $150 cash;
'Thd—$100: 3rc1—$50; and four
Honorable Mention awards of
Model Builder's Tool Chests.
For judging purposed, the states
and District of Columbia will be
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grouped into 20 regions, each of
which will,send a junior ancl sen-
ior division winner expense-free
to the national Guild convention
in Detroit next August.
.Deadline for finishing model
cars is midnight July 1, 1949.
Guild representatives now are
visiting schools throughout the
country, presenting the Guild
program to student wemblies
and taking enrollments.
SHE'LL REALLY
"OH” AND "AH" AT
THESE BEAUTIFUL
Of course, and there's a
reason they are the choice
of millions.
Come in and iet us snow
them to you.
FRY'S SHOE STORE
220 Lake St. Fulton
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CITY 1DIAUC CCAIDANY
408 Lake Street
(- i-Lb. Box $2
2-Lb. Box $4
I-Lb. $1.50 up
2-Lb. $3 up
HOW TO SAY-4\
lr
Smarf — compact. In bisque or nat-
ural finish walnut. Has the newest
features, including Hoofing Jewelf
Tone System that says "goodbye" to,
scratch-hiss-chattcr — enriches rec-
ords' Fast, automatic record changer,
holds twelve 10 inch or fen 12 inch
records — plays both sizes mixed.
-Tops- for tone and beauty. See and
hear The Crostey Playtime today.
ONE RECORD PLAYER AA
table; $100 1948 model; closeout at
•$50
AND MEAN in
ONE SLIGHTLY USED Philco 4, •
$79. Combination set closeout at \ • n
, $35 I *
ONE NEW MODEL PORTABLE SHEAFFEIKS
six tubes; orig. price $59; close-
out at . 
 
$37.50 (Shown above) ShroRer's SainsInel Disluxis
c.
Thr11010.1,•. gilt In choke et
• telors. Prix, $15.00; Ponca. $5.00; Shot*-
, voisw, $10.00, Av.:Wahl* pr
WILLIAMS fIDWE. !cc." h""an "esentolIon tor* $30".Phone 169 247i E. 4tir St. ' '
11111111.1=1.11 1111111 .11111
H. 5IcDANIEL, Pharmacist; Owner
Regular Size or trim
Demi•Size . . the •orld'b
moq %anted pen.
Phones 70-428
YARDLEY
TRW
Dana's Emote;
'forbidden" per-
t ume. $2.50 per
ounce.
There's pleasure In this
aristocratic twosome. The
big Shaving bowl will provide
months, of luxurious lather,
the After Shoving lotion
will mcke him feel gloriousfy
refreshed. In a bright
Christmas box, it's one of
many Yardley gift sets,
we'd like to show you. $2.50
  0/60
`The 
glittering 
Vlower Boit, 
with five 
fragrant
aids to 
loveliness: Guest 
SiTC 
Cologne, 
Bubble
Bath, Soap, 
'Talc and 
Bath 
Coistals,
Bath Mitt 
filled with 
finest 
dusting 
powder.
Gift boxed, 
l.50. •
tz, .
or Ia. lea. •
vinglelMIIIIIIIIIIMMIMPINWItiMaransoscia.s.ciacsasKatssersgsvessgsguntsicacnm acaxecauwirmanitetefie
LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502
SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Sire2.t Fulton, Ky.
ALL LIT UP' BUT NOT LIKE A XMAS TREE
Not a pretty sight—this treel-
The lights were left burning un-
attended and a piece of trim-
ming short-circuited a bulb. A
fire that could have been pre-
vented . . a financial loss in-
surance .eould have saved.
Leave Nothing to Chanee—..
Or Fire May Leave You Nothing
ATKINS, HOLMAN AND FIELDS
INSURANCE AGENCY
208 Alain FULTON
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main Street Phone 201
SEED CLEANING
EXPERIEW.7.7.D CLEANERS WITH A
MODERN CLEANING PLANT.
We Clean all types of seed
GRINDING AND MIXING
OF ALL KINDS OF FEEDS
MOLASSES ADDED IF YOU WISH
We are in the market for
DRY YELLOW CORN
Feeds Festilizers Wire Fencing
Authorized Dealers For
SURGE MILKING MACHINES
We EUY and SELL all kinds of feeds and seeds
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
East State Line, Fulton Phone 202-J
Listen to our Gospel Song program over WENK, Monday
thru Friday, 7:15 p. m.; Sundays, 8:30 a, m.
ICED WINES
WHISKEY
RUM GIN
LIQUER
DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street "Buck Bushart" Fulton
 '‘L
phis.
Ted Railey, 4-H club ,member
of Monroe county and district
corn derby winner, built up his
corn production from 10 to 120
bushels per acre. .
Attention Farmers
Dead Stock
REMOVED FREE
In sanitary Trucks. Phone lbl
collect, Neal Ward Stock Yds.
Fulton, Ky. or, 122 Wingo Ex
'the Fulton Count!, Nexs. Fulton. Kentucky Friday, December 17, 1948
County Nut Show
Is Huge Success
•
The First Annual Fulton man, Ky.
County Nut Show was adjudged ! Fifth—B. M. Major, Hickman,
.1 huge success by the sponsors I KV., (Major No. 2, MidOleston
.ind the participating groups, I Place. Spreading tree, low limbs)
Honorable mention—Guy Bar-
nett, (Hickman No. 2) (large
Southern type nut-similar to
Stuart).
Class II Pecans
Green River: First Prize--.Ford
Wilkinson. Rockport, Ind. Sec-
cald prize-Roger Jones, Jack-
son, Ky.
Majoi.: First Prize — Roger
Jones, Jackson, Kv. . Second
John B. Watts;_county agent and
10‘v manager told the News. The
bow was under the direction of
lie Kentucky Extension Serv-
..e, cooperating with Roper Pe-
.in Co., Hickman; Fulton Coun-
\ Farm Bureau; Kentucky State
Hrticultural Society; Northern
Nut Grocers Association and the
TVA Nut Nursery, Norris, Tenn.
Judges for the show were:
Spencer B. Chase, TVA Nut prize—Ford Wilkinson, Rock-
_ port, Ind.Nursery; Ford Wilkinson, In
diana Nut Nursery; and J. C. Rueseron: First Prize— Ford
Wilkinson, Rockport( Ind.McDaniel, Northern Nut Groc-
ers Assn. Posey: Firse Prize—Ford Wil-
Held on last Wednesday, De- kinson, Rockport, Ind.-
cernber 1, the winners were as Indiana: First Prize—Ford
follows: Wilkinson. Rockport, Ind.
Giles: First Prize—Ford Wilkin-
- Class I Seedling Pecans ,
son, Rockport, Ind.First—J. R. Hopson, Cadiz, Ky. tuart. Fust—David J. Prather(large old tree, good producer). ' SUnion City, Tenn. Second—J. T:Second—John Harper, Hick- J....MIA-son, Fulton.
man, Ky., (John Harper No. 3). Mahan: First Prize—C. N. HolThird—John Harper, Hickman.
Ky.. (John Harper No. 1)
Fourth—J./ B. Toombs, Hick-
IC MAKES MAJOR
PERSONNEL SHIFTS
The following major changes
in Mechanical Department su-
pervision of the Illinois Central
Railroad at Chicago were an-
nounced today by A. G. Kann.
general sup.erintendent of equip-
ment, effective December 16:
Lee Robinson, superintendent
of diesel power and shop ma-
chinery, will retire after forty
years of service.
John A. Welsh. superintendent
of the Car Department, will be-
come superintendent of equip-
ment.
George J. L,ehnerer, assistant
to Nneral superintendent of
equipment, will succeed Mr.
Welsch.
Rollin J. Chinn, general fore-
man at Memphis, will succeed
51r. Lehnerer.
Mr. Robinson entered Illinois
Central service as a draftsman
at Chicagb in December, 1908.
His service since has included as-
- ignments as mechanical valua-
in engineer, shop engineer, as-
sistant to the general .superin-
tendent of motive power.' su-
perintendent of equipment and
' superintendent of diesel power
and shop machinery.-He played
a prominent part in designing
the gre2t Paducah Shops, in 1926.
Mr. Welsh sta:1ed with the
!railroad as a machin.-t apprent-
ice at Vicksburg, Dc-
tober, 1916, and has warked since
I at Greenville and McComb, Miss.
Baton Rouge and New Orleans,
La. and Paducah.
Mr. Lehnerer was graduated
from the University of Illinois in
1935 and began his Illinois Cen-
tral career in July, 1936 He has
served at Paducah, Meiriphia and
Chicago.
Mr. Chinn is a graduate of Io-
wa State college at Ames and
started with the Illinois Central
at Waterloo, Ia., in June, 1937.
He saw World War II service
with the 715th Railway Battal-
ion. Since then he has served at
' land, Hickman
Success: First Prize--Joe
Erowder, Fulton, Ky.
Other Varieties: (North) First
Prize--Albert Wallace, Cadiz,
Ky. Second Prize—Ford Wilkin-
son, Rockport, Ind.
(South) First Prize--R. R. sre,
Umber, Greenfield, Tenn.
Class III Seedling Walnut Class
First Pii7e—Albert Wallace,
Cadiz, Ky.
Second Prize--Harry L. Prath-
er, Route 4, Hickman.
Third Prize--Guy
route 2, Hickman.
Class JV Named Walnuts
Ohio—None.
Thomas: First Prize— Ford
Wilkinson, Rockport, Ind.
Second Prize—Roger Jones,
Jackson, Ky,
Stabler: First Prize—Ford Wil-
kinson, Rockport, Ind.
Second Prize--Roger • Jeines,
Jackson, Ky.
.
Barnett,
Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurate-
ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
. _
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It Pays To Advertise In The News!
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WItitnel-llornbeak
Funeral Home
408 Eddings Street Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burlai Association, Inc.
at
SPECIAL CARE
FOR FORMAL WEAR
If you dread sending your 
expensive dinner
clothes to a dry cleaner, you'll 
be interested
mPARISIAN'S service foe tuxedos 
and del-
icate dresses. "The best of 
care for your
best.** is a cardinal rule .at 
PARISIAN.
t, 
.81.W.Ct*.•
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PARISIAN
Launtln Dry Cleaners
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Chicago, Baton Rouge and Mem- ig
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Holiday IAT"..h)PS
Blended Whiskey
Seagram 7
Calvert 11,?serve
Schenley
Sunny Brook
Bond & Lillard
Three Feathers
Four Roses
Hill & Hill
King Black Label
Carioca
Ron Merito
Bourbon Deluxe
P.M. DeLuxe
Old Thompson
Cream of Kentucky
Golden Wedding
rhree Feathers V.S.R.
Paul Jones
Sir John Schenley
Rum
Don Lista
Bacardi
Brandies
Lem Motlows Peach VSO Brandy
DeKuyper Blackberry Lem Motlows Apple
DeKuyper Peach Sir David Peach
Melba Apple Loretto Peach
Wines
Merito—Gallo—Roma
Garrets VA-Dare
Italian Swiss Colony Burgundy Muscatel
Bardenheir's Port Sherry Muscatel, Claret
Gibson's Golden Pheasant Sherry Muscatel
Petri Sherry Muscatel
Padre Port Sherry Muscatel
Champagne, Cooks and Roma Liquers
Security (Peach and Apricot)
Southern Comfort
Garden Club (Peach and Apricot
& Liquors
Bonded Whiskey
Old Taylor
Dld Crow
Yellowstone
I. W. Harper
Old Fitzgerald
Ky. Tavern
James E. Pepper
Old Poindexter
Seagram
Gordon's
Schenley
Calvert
Brown-Kaiser
Bonds Mill
Mellow Bond
Old Grand Dad
Old Forester
Overholt Rye
Bonded Beam
Gins
Kinsey
Gilbey's
Fleishmann's
Walkers
Straight Bourbon
Ancient Age Jiin Beam
Lein Motlow's Private Stock
Early Times, 5 yrs. 90 pr.
Splt Bottle 86 proof, 3 yrs.
Walker's DeLuxe, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
Old Charter, 6 yrs. 86 pr.
0111 stae: 3 y Ts 86 proof.
Glenmore, 90 pr. Cascade
Jai•lc Daniels Bourbon Dew
Scotch '
Black and White
White Horse
Teachers Highland
Cream
Old Angus
Haig & Haig
Vat 69
Canadian
Seagram V. O. Canadian Club
Ford Liquor Store
- 
P. C. FORD "HAPPY" HOGAN O. W. MePHERSON 
- POLLY YATES
• a
' 
SCIIENLE1 The Largest Stocks in VV-Jsi Kentucky4 \!:::.51 ,4 Ls.
V 
..%; Lake Street Extended (Near the Underpass) Fulton, Kentucky:.
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Mayfield Rendering
Company
Mayfield
-Fulton Hwy.
Friday, Dectmber 17, 194' 8 The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentuckv
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You may recall that, three
years ago, a report on the de-
plorable condition of the public
school system of Kentucky jarr-
ed the people like an earth-
quake. At that time we were
;i.st drifting along-no, we were
slipping backward rapidly-
with teachers paid less than do-
mestic servants. That report, for
the Committee for Kentucky,
was .made by Dr. Maurice F.
Seay, Dean Of the University of
Kentucky.
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Lately Dr, Seay has been V
checking up on progress made 1
by our public schools since the
original report was published by V
the committee for Kentucky. The V
gains are heartening indeed. V
Enrollment of children of
school age for the 1946-1947 term
Showed 85 per cent as compared' a
with 78 per cent in 1941-1942.1!
Fifteen per cent under a perf-
ect score is .still too big a mar-
'
In the last three years at-
tendance has increased 5 per
cent.
In the last four years the aver-
age length of the school term in
Kentucky has moved up from
159 to 176 days.
Since 1945 the number of
teachers employed has increased
from 17.710 to 18,500 with a
decrease in emergency.. certifi-
cates of 367.
The average pay of teachers •
and principals hos gone from
19'2 to $1650.
iiAne economics enriillments
reased 2271 in 5 years. •
In three years with
the 1947 term bus transporta-
tion was provided for 11.255 ad
clitional ioral papils.
In four years the amount spent
-per puprl- increased from S59 to
$83.94.
The foregoing gains are en-
couragisg, even though they have
not kept pace with rising costs
el piactically everything elsc
the people pay for. But certain-
ly ir. Ker.1,2c1cy
making i.vholesome gains.
Seay's only remuneration
is the public's gitititude pity
pleasure :n a big job well done
HUNTER'S C'ALENDAR
For 1948 ----.
Game Open Season Bag Limit
Bullfrogs - June 1-Dec. 31-15
Squirrel - Aug. 20-Nov. 5-6
Quails - Nov. 20-Jan. 10-10
Rabbit - Nov. 20-fan. 10--8
Grouse or
native pheasant-Dec.1-Dec. 15,2
Oppossum, Minks Muskrat,
Red Fox - I-Jan. 31-c
Ducks -- Dec. 10-Jan. 8-- 4
Geese - Dec. 10-Jan. 8 - 4
Coot - Dec. 151-Jan. 8 - 15
The bag limit on ducks must
not include more than one wood
duck.
In the geese daily limit not 11
more than two Canadan' or !V
white fionted geese may be in- !V
eluded.
Daily hunting hours for ducks. It
geese. coot are from one-half 4
hour before sunrise to one hour
befoie sunset. Hours. fur first
day start at noon.
• Fleming county hoinemeker
made 98 slipcovers for chairs.
stoolr, couches. trunks and beds.
it
4
Santa arrives :it 2:30 Saturday
;not Stio:--
- 
-
d?'()Frt
World's Smallest Hearing
Aid Receiver Transmits 2 to A
Times More Clear Sound
• Here's new -bearing clarity -uith far
more sound intensity than before! And
101°4 new hearing comfort-millions
can now hear with power tur-aed way
down. No buzzing, no hollow moimds.
Beltone este new standard ot lifciiks
hearing.
Get frets booklit of amazing post.FREE WIRT facts ontlesfoem. Plain
per - DO omigation. C on, e
phone. or mail coupon.
"Guffaws's,' b,'•••
Geed Hauseketroir:g
FOREMOST ONUONIT
MARINO AID
O. A. ROLAND
BOX 727, PADUCAH, RY.
tieltone Nearing
Box 727, Paducah, Ky.
1.15TOrert Vinetiort
.,,,isirress • ow to Orarroana It.
Dame
Address
NeTVICE
AMERICA'S
MIRACLE VALUE!
,RP
For Everyone in the Family!
NITE•LITE
Lamp
tpittl Y 11  1.°‘‘.
° 161TED
B. A REATH
1/ AT KING LAMP VALUE!
V
0
0
0
it
'
OPAUTE GLASS
REFLECTOR
EVER SOIT
sou CUM tiCliT
N 3 STAGES
CAPILABRA
LIMN
NEAVY,FLUTED
TUBING WITH
PERMANENT
RIMY FINISN
New Beautiful
Platform, N
Ornamental
Design,
On yicette
Insert
Extra Special!
ZENITH ROUND-TUB
WASHERS
WASHES
ALL FABRICS
CLE,- tiER
FASAR
SAFER
fULTON 1.1111111CsfURNITLIR CO.
319-323 WALNUT ST ••• SAAGSZI011ie %fit' ••• FULTON, KY . •••
STUDENT BRIDGE LAMP TO MATCH
AT SAME PRICE
THEY GO AT...
Aimmisr
COMPLETE
PAY 56c
WEEKLY
Considering Today's Costs
of Raw Materials
This May Be The
Last Offer of •
its Kind You,
Will Ever.Se
$9995
ex
The only washer svith the famous
Spiral Dasher. All purpbse
cleansing-gentle, safe for hand-
, fuls of fine fabrics-thorough,
vigorous fhr washing full load'
of family clothes. Every newies•
cure. Come in for demonstraBon.
ivy on C lent tormo
$149.95
MODEL 990
(Pump modal qi
$10 sutra toe.
ast Minute
Gift Ideas
PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR HER
DRUM TABLE in Duncan Phyfe
style; large drawer, wal. fin. $11.95
SEWING CABINET in Duncan
Phyfe style, wal. 2 drawers $18.95
COFFEE TABLES with detach-
able glass tray-top, beautifully
carved legs and frame $26.95
END TABLES in walnut or ma-
!-Iogany with and without glass
tops $3.95 to $20.50
PRESSURE COOKERS by General
Mills; 4-quart aluminum__ $16.95
PRESSURE COOKERS by Mirro-
Matic, Ecko, Wearever-or presto;
4-qt. aluminum  $12.95
ELECTRIC IRONS by GE, Betty
Clocker, Proctor, Samson and Do-
minion ... all with automatic heat
control and built-in cords; each
with handy individual features
$6.95 to $14.95
APEX ELECTRIC WASHERS
with aluminum tubs white porce-
lain finish, for immediate delivery
$149.95 (with.pump $159.95)
MIRRORS . . . ovals, oblongs,
.. plain or decorated edges.
$4.95 to $25.95
PRACTICAL GIFTS FOR HIM
REMINGTON _triple-head electric ;
shavers, best on the market $19.50 ;
X
Plastic tilt-back DESK LITE with A
pen holders.$4.50 PEN and ASH ;
TRAY sets (all in one) $2.25 A
ELECTRIC SHAVING light; 2
mirrors, one plain, reverse magni-
fying, enamelled metal base $14.95
LOTS OF OUTDOOR Equipment ft
including gun shells thermos jugs,
carbide lights, rubber boots, travel-
ing cases, Coleman gas lanterns etc. 1.
FLUORESCENT desk lamp $10.50
CHILDREN'S MUSIC DEPT.
Merry-Go-Round electric
phonograph  - $24.98
DOZENS of. popular children's records includ-
ing Mother Goose, See-Saw, Night Before
Christmas and other popular favorites.
Children's record albums; standard-size records
. . . stock includes such favorites asRapunzel,
Dick Tracy, Snow White, The Little Red Hen,
Sleeping Beauty, Nursery Rhymes, Mother
Goose and otherS.
Handsome Chair and Ottoman Set
CEDAR CHESTS ARE GRAM GIFTS
The "FRANKLIN" is solid cedar inside with beauti-
ful walnut veneer finish; has lock and full-size tray
inside that opens with lid; chest includes a $250
moth-protection policy free ! $64.95
(Others $39.50 $49.50 $59.95)
VACUUM CLEANERS
APEX or ROTAIRE Tank Type
These machines
come complete
with the following
12 attach.ments:
convenient hose
and nozzle, 2 ex-
'tension wands, cre-
vice nozzle. air
filter caSe, air fil-
ter, carpet and rug
nozzle suction
floor brush, round
.dusting brush, up-
holstry nozzle, gas
gener nor and
spray gun.
$69.95
1. Buttons and Bows
2. On a Slow Boat
to China
3. My Darling,
My Darling
4. A Little Bird
Told Me_
5. You Were Only
Foolin'
deep coil springs; choice of $4n CO
cove' and colors. 0.%)
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HAVE YOU VISITED OUR
TOYLAND
Dozens and dozens of practical
and educational toys for tots
and young folks! Stocks are
good-make your choices now!
THE LATEST PHONOGR PH
OAR (OM IffRe
THIS WEEK'S HIT PARApE
As SurveYed by Billboard
Magazine
6. Until
7. Maybe You'll
Be There
8. 12th Street Rag
9. All I Want For
Christmas
2 front teeth)
10. A Tree In The
ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PI AYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Flas.sock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records). LISTEN TO OUR
PROGRAM EACH DAY 6:30 to 7: P. 51, Over WNGO for the latest
record&
iturpannommairmamaitormirisimniramiminuommasamparasnimummarst nmosurtiommonopitsmarnonanumamota 
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The burner's the heart of any heater •••
Only VuouTHERm
gives you this
Amazing Burner!
No fuel oll heater van be better than its burner.
That's why Duo
-Therm builds a hyoterfrom the burner
out —designs the complete heater around the burneritself. And what a burner!
It gives more heat from every drop of oil:
That's because its exclusive full-bodied, mushroom
type flame hugs the side of the heat chamber, trans-fers more heat to the home quickly.
It burns a clean, efficient flame from lowest tohighest fire! That's because air is injected in 6 stages(a Duo-Therm exclusive) to give proper balancebetween air and oil for perfect combustion and cleanperformance from low pilot setting to highest flame.
It's absolutely noiseless! No moving or mechan-ical parts, nothing to wear out. And low velocity airintake produces a gentle diffusion of combustion air.You feel the heat—you neter hear it.
Come in—see all the advantages of the exclusiveDuo-Therm Dual-Chamber Burner. See Duo-Therm's
exclusive furniture styling. See the exclusive Duo-Therm Power-Air, the blower that cuts fuel costs up
to 2 5% by actual tests. Easy terms to suit your budget.
(
BliNFITT ELECTRIC
Phone 201 217 Main Fulton
It Pays To Advertise In The News!
"Shucks! That's no problem ...
get her a EEND!X washer!"
Gift problems? Washday problems? A Bendix solves
them all. Nothing pleases a woman more, because the
Bendix does ALL THE WORK! That's right, now the
Bendix soaps, soaks, washes, rinses and damp drys the
clothes automaticafly. Set the controls just once. The
automatic soap injector puts in the exact amount of soap
Tip to the men folks! No better
way to say Merry Christmas!
TOPS ON ANY
BENDIX automatic DRYER
Gets clothes fluffy dry in minutes. No moreheavy wet clothes to carry. No more weather
wtfrries. Just set the controls. Clean, heated
air blows the clothes dry.
Gas model . $249.95
Electric modal $'229.95
The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentuc4
1,3tate Fishing $2;Rabbit Sale Banned
After the first of the year resi-
dent statewide fishing licenses
will cost $2, the Division of
Game and Fish reminde.d license
buyers"today. This statewide li- t
cense permits thejliOlder to fish
in any open waters in Kentucky
and in privately owned lakes or
ponds. If the fisherman is the
owner of the body of water or is
a resident lessee of the property
no license is required, the Di-
vision pointed out. A county resi-
dent fishing license, whieb sells
for $1, is good for fishing only in
the county designated on the li-
cense.' Previously fishing 11-
censes cost $1. but the state-
wide license hike was approved
by the 1948 State Legislature to
become effective on January 1, .
1949. Additional revenue from
the sale of these license will be ,
Order Photcg:aphs
7.40W For
Gift Giving
A GOOD photograph of you is
your ambassador of friendli-
ness and good-will . . . heart-
warming and frienthwinning!
GARDNER'S takes pains to
see that you are pleased!
Phone 693
OARDNERIS STUDIO
!I2 Commercial Ave. F'ulton
Friday, December 17, 1948
No Stranger FULTON STUDENTS
' snger to Crosley Square
s new announcer Ken
. :is worked at WLIV from
Int Wore moving to
" and Detroit stations and
• 7 • .7•7 SiX years in the Army
: .,rses during World War II.
I ;:ia svi:1 announce the new WLW
show with vocalists Bob Shreve
and Nancy Wright In its first
bcoadcast Suiaday, Oct. 3 at 12:2S
p.m, EST.
used to improve streams to pro-
vide better fishing.
Also effective January- I will
be an increase in the cost of Ohio
River licenses. For 1949 thes.-
licenses. good only for fishing in .
the Ohio River by residents of V
Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, will WI
cost S2, an increase of SI over E.d
the former price,
Another new regulation enact-
' ed by the 1948 State Legislature
• and which becomes effective on
; January 1, 1949. bars the sale of
rabbits, either wholesale or re-
. ;ail. in Kentucky. This enact-
. ment was voted at the behest of
!he Division of Game and Fish
in an effort to improve the rah--
b:t p'mulation in Kentvcky. Th.
Division declares that each year
many rabbits are killed and sold
by commercial hunters and it is
tht)se type forays On the cotton
tail that has greatly deminished
the number,in the state. In sub-
stantiation of this statement, the
. Division points out that the truck
of a dealer in rabbits in another
- state was halted near the state
NEW RENDIX
GYRAMATIC WASHER
• doesn't have to be fastened
dawn, Equipped with exclusive
Bendix automatic soap injector,
N can even put in its own soap!
as it's needed. Saves steps. Saves soap!
Talk about thrift! It will be your favorite subject when
you see how little soap and water the thrifty v..2ndix
needs. Now you can buy a Bendix for as lose as $2 19.95.
Only a little more than old-fashioned hard•work washers.
Tip to the ladies!
Better start hinting now!
CHRISTMAS LIST!
BENDIX Imams IRONER
Does the WHOLE ironing job with amazing
ease. Convenient work-saving features cutironing time in half. Free home instructionby a Bendiz trained instructress.
Standard model.... ...... $179.95
Portable model $ 64.95
BEN DIXaut"latic Home Laundry
CHRISTMAS LASTS THE WHOLE YEAR ROUND WHEN YOU GIVE HER A BENDIX HOME LAUNDRY
PHONE 201
BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 MAIN FULTON
to'
‘PPOINTED TO UK
COMMITTEE POSTS
Thtie. UrdverSity of Kentucky's
Committee of 240, a service or-
ganization composed orstudents
from throughout the .state, has
been. rganized for 1948-49 by the
Department of Public Relations.
Purpose of the organization is
to acquaint Kentu-nkians, parti-
cularly high school seniors with
the university. Members of the
committee of 240 will visit their
home high schools during vaca-
tion time and supply interested
persons with information about
U.T.
This year:s committee includes:
Betty Davit of Fulton and David
Holland of Hickman. Miss Davis
is a graduate of Fulton high
school and Holland graduated
from Hickiivn high school.
border last year and contained
more then 300 cottontails which
had been killed in • Kentucky'.
Aftd the first of the year such
sales %sill be barred. No dealer
may have in his possessIon rab-
bits for retail or wholesale after
midnight, December 31, 1948, the
Division states and warns all
dealers to dispose of any rabbits
on hand before that date. The
law provides that no. rabbits
!nay be sold in Kentucky to out-
of-state dealers. Penalty for vio-
lations of these regulations are a
fin2 of not more than S100 nor
less than $15.
Personals
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Innam
ef Louistrille were the Sunday
guests of Miss Clara Williams
end femily.
Mrs. J. M. Johnson left Sun-
day for El Paso, Texas to spend
the winter with her daughter,
Mrs. Roy Hamlett.
Master Ands' Batss has return-
ed from a weeks visit with his
aunt, Mrs. H. B. Bailey in Mnr-
ray.
AT CHRISTMAS TIME
AND THROUGH THE YEAR
BILL DOLLAR HELPS
TO SPREAD GOOD CHEER
Deegan
zat
December is a month of happiness
. . . with a spirit of good will on
\s‘,„ every side. If a friendly cash loan
will help you with extra December
expenses, let us serve you con&
dentially and promptly today.
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Buying furniture for Christ- A
mas? Let us show you our g
beautiful pieces for every 44
room in the house.
GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO. -
303 Walnut Street Air:"
PHILCO RADIOS LANE CEDAR CHESTS MERSMAN TABLES
SAMSON LUGGA4 VICTORIAN FURNITURE
PiURRE, BINSIVANGER MIRRORS PREMIER VACUUM CLEANERS
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